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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

In order to provide an education that will function
effectively in the lives of all children, youth, and
adults, there is a need to re-examine the total educational
system and to eliminate, revise, or initiate programs in
compliance with the needs of the people.

Continuous re

examination is needed in all areas of education, but it is
..

especially important in teacher education programs.

It

seems reasonable to assume that prospective teachers gradu...

ating from these programs will have the opportunity to contribute to some of the future changes in public education.
The role these new teachers play in the future changes will
most likely reflect the effectiveness of their teacher edu
cation programs.

If teacher education programs fail to

acknowledge the importance of, and need for, continual
change to keep pace with changing times, their graduates
will be inadequately prepared to cope with the present-day
problems in public schools.

This should behoove adminis

trators of teacher education programs to strive toward de
veloping leadership in the teaching profession.
The need for re-examination in the area of industrial
arts teacher education is critical.

Industrialization and
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technological changes which influence changes in the needs
of society, directly affect the American system of educa
tion.

Although the effects of these changes are experienced

throughout the edu_cational system, industrial arts educa
tion should be most receptive and active in meeting the
changing needs.
Indications are that industrial arts teacher educa
tion programs in South Carolina colleges are not meeting
the needs of the service area in terms of graduating a
sufficient number of adequately prepared prospective in
dustrial arts teachers.

Assuming this to be true, it

seemed reasonable to attempt to identify some of the major
. ..

causes of this inability to meet the needs and to present
implfcations as appear pertinent to the industrial arts
teacher education programs�
B.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of this study was to evaluate the in..

dustrial arts teacher education programs in South Carolina

colleges in terms of the industrial arts teacher personnel

needs of public high schools in the state and the criteria
accepted by the Amer·ican Council on Industrial Arts Teacher
Education.
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C.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Some of the basic assumptions underlying this study
are presented in each of four major categories:

assump

tions related to the nature of American society, assump
tions related. to the nature of education in the American
society, assumptions related to the nature of industrial
arts teacher education, and assumptions related to the na
ture of industrial arts.
Assumptions Related to the Nature of American Society
The American society subscribes to the democratic
way of life.

A foundation concept of the democratic faith

is.belief in the worth and dignity of the individual.

Each

individual is unique and is believed to possess the poten
tial to make some contribution to society.

The democratic

society believes in the essential equality of all individu
als.

This includes equality before the law, equality in

dignity as a human being, and equality or opportunity tor
education suited to the individual's needs end abilities.
It is assumed that with proper recognition of such equality
each person has the opportunity to achieve to the maximum
of his ability.
Other fundamental characteristics of the democratic
society include the beliefs that men have a right to govern
themselves, that the state exists for the welfare of the in
dividual, and that government derives its power from the

4
consent of the governed.

The individual has the responsi

bility, as well as the right to participate in decision
making activities which directly affect him.
Assumptions Related to the Nature or Education
Each child must

Education is a social necessity.

learn habits of social responsibility as defined by his
society as well as learning how to produce products and
services needed by himself and others.

The objectives of

American education may be listed under the following major
headings:

the objectives of self-realization, the objec
.
tives of human relationships, the ·objectives
of economic
efficiency, and the objectives of civic responsibility.
These objectives get their meaning from their pertinence
to local needs.

Although education is a means·· of · preserving

vitally important local values, it also assists local people
in adjusting to the demands of a complex society.
The full legal responsibility of education resides

with the state.

However, each citizen has the moral re- .
sponsibility to support education. The state department of
education is a legal agency which assists in the implemen

tation or state educational policy and which attempts to
provide services needed by local systems.

The actual ope·ra

tion of school systems is the responsibili.ty· of loca1·· admin
istration.

".
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.

Assumptions Related to the Nature of Industrial Arts
..

.

Teacher Education

It is the responsibility of the sta·te to provide in

stitutions of higher learning which prepare a sufficient
number of well qualified industrial arts teachers to meet
the stabe� educational needs.

Departments of industrial

arts teacher education must prepare prospective teachers
for industrial arts subjects needed by the schools i'n the
service area.

These departments must be organized and ad

ministered so that prospect.ive teachers receive knowledges,
skills, and attitudes necessary for successful teaching of
industrial arts subjects and activities.
.

.

Industrial arts teacher education programs should be
aware of the special needs of students and make every effort
to recruit desirable youth, insure professional growth, and
graduate and place capable teachers,

University or college

services should be utilized in every possible way in order
to provide tor the special needs ot students majoring in
this program.

The faculty for industrial arts teacher education

· onal qualifications comparable to
should ·possess professi
those of any other college faculty members.

In addition to

meeting regular requirements, they should be technically
competent in one or more skilled area of industry.
Industrial arts subject mat.ter courses in the

teacher education curriculum should be improved continuously
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to provide for industrial changes in materials, tools, and
processes as well as to provide for new developments in

teaching methods and techniques.

The curriculum should

also provide the prospective teacher with a broad variety

of modern industrial experiences.

Curriculum development

is a function of the departmental staff in cooperation with
college curriculum committees and coordinated with the state
department of education .
Student teaching in the industrial arts teacher edu
cation program should be the responsibility of the indus
trial arts department.

Prospective teachers should be

given the opportunity to receive teaching experiences which
are most similar to those received by in-service teachers.
This can be accomplished by making .student teaching assign
ments in public schools which have an effective program of
industrial arts.
.

.

Student teaching experiences are a vital

part of the industrial arts teacher education program.
The preparation of efficient industrial arts teachers

requires adequate shop facilities and laboratories.

The

industrial arts department should provide facilities in
..

relation to the needs of teachers, pupils, and industry in
the service area.
The standards and evaluative criteria developed by

7
the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Educationl
"

'

were assumed to be the most acceptable instruments upon
which to evaluate industrial arts teacher education programs
in South Carolina colleges.
Assumptions Related to Industrial Arts
The function of industrial arts education in the

public schools is to provide the individual with an adequate
understanding and knowledge of tools, materials, processes,
and relationships of industry needed to assist in the
making of adjustments to changes that have taken place and
that continue to take place in the American way of life.
In an attempt to clarify this function the objectives of in
dustrial arts, as developed by the American Vocational
Association, are presented below:
Objectives of Industrial Arts
1. To develop in each pupil an active interest
in industrial life and in the methods and problems
of production and exchange.
2. To develop in each pupil the appreciation of
good design, materials, and workmanship and the
ability to select, care for, and use industrial
products wisely.
3. To develop in each pupil the habits of self
reliance and resourcefulness in meeting practical
situations.
lverne C. Fryklund and H. L. Helton, The Accredita
tion of Industrial Arts Teacher Education, Seventh Yearbook
of theAmerican Councl! on Industrial Arts Teacher Education
(Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight & McKnight Publishing
Company, 1958), pp. 32-56.

4. To'.develop �n each pupil a readiness to
assist others and to join in socially accepted
group undertakings.
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5. To develop in each pupil desirable atti
tudes and practices with respect to health and
safety.

6. To develop in each pupil a feeling of pride
in his ability to do useful things and to develop
certain worthy free-time interests particularly
in the crafts.

7. To develop in each pupil the habit of an
orderly and efficient performance of any task.
8.

To develop in each pupil an understanding
of all kinds of common graphic representations and
the ability to express ideas by means of drawings
and sketches.

9. To develop in each pupil skill in the use
of common tools and machines and an understanding
of the problems invol�ed in common types of con
struction and repair.
D.

LIMITATIONS

While there were numerous closely related areas which
might have been included in a study of this nature, atten
tion is focused only on two major questions:

What are the

personnel needs for industrial arts programs in South Caro
lina high schools?

How effective are the industrial arts

teacher education programs in Clemson College and South
Carolina State College as compared with the standards
2American Vocational Association, A Guide to Improving
Instruction in Industrial Arts, Industrial Arts Policy and
Planning Committee (Washington: American Vocational Association, 1953), pp. 19-28.
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developed by the American Council on Industrial Arts
Teacher Education?
Vocational teacher education programs and technical
education programs were eliminated from this study because
of the vast differences in purposes and objectives between
these programs and the program being studied.

Also, a

study embracing more than one area of teacher education
seemed too unwieldy.
The portion of this study concerned with a state
wide survey of industrial arts was limited to information
obtained by the questionnaire technique from high school
principals a�d industrial arts teachers in the public
schools of South Carolina.

All junior and senior high

school principals and industrial arts teachers were invited
to participate in the survey.

Only 266 principals and 109

industrial arts teachers·chose to participate.

The evaluation of industrial arts teacher education

programs was limited to the standards and evaluative cri
teria developed and accepted by the American Council on
Industrial Arts Teacher Education.

The evaluative instru

ment was administered at Clemson College by rour faculty
members who had industrial arts teaching responsibilities.
Nine faculty members who had industrial arts teaching re
sponsibilities administered the instrument at South Caro
lina State College.
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E.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Some of the terms used in this study which may need
clarification are defined as follows:
1.

Industrial Arts.

Industrial arts is the in

structional shopwork of a non-vocational type which pro
vides general educational experiences centered around the
industrial and technical aspects of life today and offers
orientation in the areas of appreciation, production, con
sumption, and recreation through actual experiences with
materials and goods.

It also serves as exploratory experi

ences which are helpful in the choice of a vocation. 3
2.

Industrial Education.

Industrial education is a

generic term applying to all types of education. related to

industry, including industrial arts education, trade and in
dustrial education, and technical education. 4
3.

High School.

4.

General Shop.

The term high school refers to

both junior and senior high school, or grades seven through
twelve.

The term general shop refers to

a school shop designed and equipped to offer two or more
areas of instruction in industrial arts.

Such a shop may

3American Vocational Association, Committee on Re
search and Publications, Definitions of Terms in Vocational
and Practical Arts Education (Washington: American Vocational Association, 1954), p. 15.
4Ibid. , p. 16.
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contain facilities for teaching woodworking, metalworking,
ceramics, graphic arts, and electricity, or a similar com
bination of teaching areas.

It is sometimes called compre

hensive general shop, multiple activity �hop, or laboratory
of industries. 5
5.

Industrial Arts Teacher Supply.

Only those

teachers who graduate from a South Carolina College and
meet the state certification requirements as an industrial
arts teacher are considered as the supply of industrial
arts teachers.

Teachers who transfer from one position to

another are not considered a part of the supply since they
do not satisty a demand but only shift the demand from the
district they enter to the one they leave.

6...

Industrial Arts Teacher Demand.

The actual or

anticipated need for teachers who are certified to teach
industrial arts courses makes up the demand for indus
trial arts teachers.
7.

Standards.

Standards as used in this study re

fers to a predetermined level of attainment which efficient
departments. are expected to meet.
8.

Criteria.

Criteria refer to the collection of

characteristics or activities which might show how nearly
programs of industrial arts teacher education meet the
5 rb:td.,

p.

a.
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standards previously established.
9.

Single-Purpose Department.

Single-purpose de

partment refers to that unit primarily concerned with the
preparation of prospective teachers of industrial arts sub
jects in elementary, junior, or senior high schools.

The

curriculum leads to a bachelor's degree and meets the re
quirements for a teaching certificate in the state where
the institution is located.
10.

Multi-Purpose Department.

Multi-purpose de

partment refers to that unit concerned with the prepara
tion of industrial arts teachers as only one of its ob
jectives.

The department may prepare teachers for other

phases of industrial education including vocational educa
tion, technical education, and industrial training.
11.

Service Area.

The term service area as used 1.n

this study refers to the state of South Carolina.

F.

PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA

The questionnaire technique was employed to obtain
information pertaining to the personnel needs for indus
trial arts programs in the public schools of South Caro
lina.

Two questionnaires were composed; one was designed

for principals of public high schools in the state and the
other was designed for persons actively engaged in teaching
industrial arts courses in those schools.

These
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questionnaires were mailed in a packet addressed to the
principal of each high school.

The packet included a

letter to the principal, the principal 1 s questionnaire, the
teacher's questionnaire, and a self-addressed, stamped en
velope.

Copies of the letter and questionnaires are pre

sented in the Appendix.
Coded information from the returned questionnaires
was punched into IBM electronic data processing cardso

A

tabulation of returned questionnaires provided data per
taining to personnel needs for high school industrial arts
programs in South Carolina.
Available literature pertaining to the evaluation
of industrial arts teacher education programs was reviewed
with particular attention given to the criteria used in
evaluating such programs.

From the several studies pre

senting criteria, the accreditation standards and criteria

developed by the American Council on Industrial Arts
Teacher Education were selected for this study.

Chapter

III is devoted to a discussion of the development of these
standards and criteria.
Arrangements were made, through correspondence and
by interview with the administrators or industrial arts
teacher education programs, to evaluate these programs.
The standards identified in Chapter III were reviewed and
accepted by each administrator, and plans were made to
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administer an evaluative instrument by which the standards
could be applied.

Four members of the Clemson College

faculty who had industrial arts teaching responsibilities
rated the effectiveness of the industrial arts teacher edu
cation program at Clemson by completing the evaluative in
strumento

The four ratings were compared and a composite

rating was established which represented the collective
judgment of all raters.
Nine members of the South Carolina State College
faculty rated the industrial arts teacher education pro
gram in that institutiono

Again 9 the ratings were compared

and a composite rating of the collective thinking of the
nine raters was usedo

Facets of the industrial arts teacher education pro
gram which received an unsatisfactory rating were identi
fied as areas which need improvement, or area of inadequacyo
Ratings of seven or above identified areas which were con
sidered as being strengths of the programo

Go

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A careful search of literature failed to reveal any
study which might be considered comparable to this investi
gation.

However, several studies were found which related

to certain portions of this studyo

Only those aspects of

the various studies which directly related to this

investigation are reviewed.
following major headings:

They are discussed under the
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(1) studies related to the status

of industrial arts teachers and programs, (2) studies re
lated to industrial arts teacher supply and demand, ( 3)
studies related to the development of evaluative criteria
for industrial arts teacher education programs, and (4)
studies related to the development of industrial arts
teacher education programs.
Studies
Related to -the ---Status
--- ----

of Industrial Arts Teachers

and Programs

A doctoral study completed by Dr. Donald F. Hackett

at the University of Missouri in 1953, "The Status and Need
for Industrial Education in Georgia, " is the most recent

study of industrial education in the Southeastern region . 6

His study was limited to the state of Georgia, but it is
safe to assume that some of the reported conditions would
prevail to some degree in South Carolina .
Hackett's study was made for the purpose of gathering
information about the existing programs of industrial educa
tion in Georgia which could be used for future planning.
One part of his study was devoted to the status of indus
trial arts teachers and programs in Georgia.

Data for this

6nonald F. Hackett, "The Status and Need for Indus
trial Education in Georgia" (unpublished Doctoral disserta
tion, University of Missouri, 1953).
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part of his study were obtained by means of interviews and
through information forms received from industrial arts
teachers.

From an analysis of the data collected, Hackett

presented the following conclusions pertaining to indus
trial arts:
1. Industrial arts
less than one-fifth of
schools in Georgia and
schools, girls are not
this subject.

programs are provided in
the white public secondary
in the majority of these
permitted to enroll in

2. Industrial arts teachers generally teach
.industrial arts classes only. Current practice re
veals no best teaching subject combination.7
In presenting implications of his study Hackett
stated:
A program of in-service teacher training, work
shops, and school visitations should be planned to
aid teacher in keeping abreast of developments in
industrial arts and to help plan and develop new
school shops and programs. Service should be pro
vided in the form of a state consultant for indus
trial arts who would coordinate and promote the de
velopment of industrial arts in the state.
Industrial arts programs should exist in most
if not all Georgia secondary schools to help pro
vide a curriculum that is more complete, more up
to date, and more cognizant or the interests and
needs of the people and the changing nature or the
state . These programs should be available to all
boys and girls on an elective basis and should pro
vide experiences in woodwork, metalwork, drafting,
electricity home mechanics, auto mechanics, radio,
and crafts. �
7Ibid. , pp. 16-50.

8 rbid. , pp. 148-149.

A study by Hill9 to ascertain the status and need

for industrial education in Missouri in 1950 was one of the
most comprehensive status studies devoted to industrial edu
cation.

Utilizing a questionnaire and Missouri State De

partment of Education, Hill concluded that:
1. The groups surveyed overwhelmingly favored
the public schools offering industrial education.
2. Industrial arts programs would be increased
37. 9 per cent in the years 1950-52.

3 . The industrial arts general shop program
needed more emphasis in teacher t�aining institu
tions and in the public schools. lo

Studies Related to Industrial Arts Teacher Supp ly and Demand
The NEA Research Division presented the findings of
the thirteenth annual nationwide survey of teacher supply
and demand in a research report, Teacher Supp ly and Demand
in Public Schools, 1960. 11 This report predicated a gross

- --- ---- -

· tage in Sept'ember, 1960, of 135, 000 qualified public
shor
school teachers.

However, there seemed to be a bal ance be

tween the supply and demand of industrial arts teachers in

the nation.

9c. R. Hill, 11 A Study of the Status and Need for

Industrial Education in Missourr' (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, University of Mis
. souri, 1950).
lO
ibid.
llResearch

Division, National Education Associa
tion, Teacher Suplly and Demand in Public Schools, 1960
(Washington: Nat onalEducationAssociation, 1960).

An article by Ray C. Maul, 12 ·Assistant Director of
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the Research Division of NEA, dealt specifically with the
problem of supply and demand of industrial arts teachers.

On a n·ation-wide basis there seemed to be a balance between
the supply and demand of industrial arts teachers in 1950.
The calculation which indicated this balance did not take
into account either the annual increase in enrollment, or
the need tor an expanded. program of service in the field.
Maul emphasized these facts:
1, A teacher shortage is always in a specific
location in a specific teaching as signment.
2 . A national study can do no more than pre
sent a general overview of the total situation-
the meaning of these findings must always be
interpreted in terms or local conditions. 1 3
Studies Related to the Development or Evaluative Criteria
for Industrial Arts Teacher Education Programs
One of the principal studies completed in the area
of industrial arts teacher education was co.nducted by Dr.
H. L. Helton.14 This study provided the most complete and

comprehensive criteria for industrial arts teacher education
12Ray c. Maul, 11 Are We Producing Enough Industrial
Arts Teachers, " Industrial Arts and Vocational Education,
49-78, May, 1960.
l3 Ibid., p. 82.

4H. L. Helton, "Evaluation in Industrial Arts
Teacher Education" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Wayne State University, 1958).
1

programs, thus far developed.
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These criteria were adopted

for use in the evaluation of the industrial arts teacher
education programs studied in this investigation�

A de

tailed review of Helton 1 s work is presented in Chapter III.
The 1958 Yearbook of the American Council on Indus

trial Arts Teacher Education is a condensed report of a

seven year national study relating to the accreditation of
industrial arts teacher education. 15 At the outset, all

groups in the nation associated w1th industrial arts were.

represented on the original committee for accreditation.
The committee was essentially representative of all in

dustrial arts groups, but the project itself was sponsored
by the ACIATE, an affiliate or the American Industrial Arts
Association.
Some or the early studies which spearheaded the move
ment toward developing standards and accreditation for the
improvement of industrial arts teacher education were re
viewed briefly in the 1958 Yearbook of ACIATE.

Four of

these studies, as reviewed in the Yearbook, were as follows:
First, a master's degree thesis was completed in 1913 by

Harry H. Whiney at the Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical
College.

The thesis was a study of entrance requirements,

faculty qualifications, shop facilities, general training,
15Fryklund and Helton, �· cft. , pp. 1-18.
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curricular st-andards, distr.ibution of required credits, and
major and minor courses in twenty-two teacher training in
stitutions accredited by the North Central Association.
Second, another master's degree study, "A Suggested
Plan of Accreditation for Industrial Arts Teacher Education
Departments," was completed in 19 39 by Elliott C. Hutton at
Oregon State College.

His study was an attempt to satisfy

the need for more uniformity in teacher training for in
dustrial arts teachers.

A set of criteria for evaluation

was developed with detailed suggestions for application.
The study suggested an organizational form for accrediting
through National Education Association, the American Indus
trial Arts Association, and the National Accreditation
Association, for institutions offering industrial arts
teacher training.

Hutton's was the earliest study which

was directly related to the problem of accreditation
standards for industrial arts teacher education.
Third, a doctoral study, "Teacher Education in In
dustrial Arts with Special Emphasis on Evaluative Criteria,"
was completed in 1947 by Dr. Ralph O. Gallington at George
Washington University.

This study dealt with the appraisal

of objectives, professional education, organization, and
methodology of programs of teacher education by fifty-two
specialists and a check-list study of twenty outstanding
teacher education programs.
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Fourth, Dr. Bernard Shaw Proctor completed a disser
tation, "Accreditation in Industrial Arts Education:

A

Study to Develop the Purposes, Criteria, Policies, and Pro
cedures for the Accred itation of Industrial Arts Teacher
Education Programs for the Baccalaureate" at the Ohio State

University in 19530

This study was a valuable source of

data pertaining to accreditation standards for industrial
arts teacher education.
The aforementioned four studies represented some of
the contributions of persons interested in problems of
standards, evaluative criteria, and accreditation of indus
trial arts teacher education.· One of the greatest contribu

tions in this area was the 1958 Yearbook of the American
Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education.

Standards

and criteria for the evaluation of undergraduate industrial
arts teacher preparatory programs are presented in this
Yearbook.

These standards and criteria were a product of a

seven year national study conducted under the auspices or

ACIATE.

A discussion of these standards and criteria is

presented in Chapter III.
Studies by Cain 16 and Callan 17 which were concerned

16 c. R. Cain, "An Analysis of the Industrial Arts

Teaching Position and Teacher Preparation" (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Indiana University, 1958).
1

7L, J. Callan, "Industrial Arts Teacher Educa

tion Programs:

A Comparative Analysis and Evaluation of
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with industrial arts teacher education, provided some insights into the problems of evaluating teacher education
programs.

Towers 1 8 made a similar study, in

1

956.

Various

teacher education programs were analyzed and recommendations
for improvement were presented.
Studies Related to the Development of Industrial Arts
Teacher Education Programs

A national survey , conducted by Kurth, 1 9 or

1

96 in

dustrial arts teacher education programs revealed certain
developments and trends which seem significant.

Data for

Kurth's study were secured by questionnaire from 60 per
cent of all institutions in the United States which prepare
industrial arts teachers and _ grant the baccalaureate degree .

Developments resulting in effective procedures now used and
trends that may affect future industrial arts teacher edu
cation were identified.

Some of the more significant con

clusions included the following:
1.

Industrial arts has a place as required or

Selected Teachers and Colleges " ( unpublished Doctoral dis
sertation, The Ohio State University , 1952 ) .
1

8E. R. Towers, " Industrial Arts Teacher Education:

An Evaluation and Projection of the Undergraduate Program
of The Ohio State University" ( unpublished Doctoral dis
sertation, The Ohio State University, 1956 ) .
19E. L . Kurth, " Certain Developments and Trends in
Industrial Arts Teacher Education" ( unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, The University of Florida, 1 955) .
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elective general education.
2. General education subjects recommended
for industrial arts ma jors and other teacher candi 
dates are similar and include English, Social
Science, Mathematics, and Physical Sc1. ences.

3. Present enrollments in industrial arts
teacher preparati on will not supply future demands
for teachers .

4 . Industrial arts teachers need to be pre
pared to teach both unit shops and general shops
although general shops are more prevalent in high
schools than unit shops.
5 . More full time student teaching is being
required for teacher candidates.

6. Group dynamics and problem solving on an
individual or group basis are modern theories of
teaching and learning tha. t can be. further utilized
and applied in industrial arts � 20
In 1956 the department of Industrial Education at the
University of Minnesota undertook a pro ject of changing the
industrial arts teacher education from what it was then to
what they thought it ought to be. 2 1 A departmental cur
riculum committee was appointed to gather data and make
recommendations.

The research associate assigned to the

pro ject was assisted by the curriculum committee.

Certain

questions were formulated to guide individual, committee,
and staff activities.
2 0 ibid.

Some of the questions were as

2 1William J. Micheals and Wesley s . Sommers, The
Minnesota Plan for Industrial Arts Teacher Education
(Bloomington, IITinois: McKni�and McKnight Publishing
Company, 19 58 ) .
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follows:
1 . What assumptions and implications can be
· made with respect to America and the world in
which we will be living? More s pecifically, what
assumptions can be made about the social, eco
nomic, and technological forces which will be at
work?
2 . What assumptions can be made in respect to
education, including teacher education?

3 . What assumptions can be made in respect to
industrial education--both industrial arts and
vocational-industrial?

4. How can we characterize the behavior of an
industrial education teacher properly prepared to
teach in the environment described above?

5. What are the learning experiences this
teacher should hav� during the time he is enrolled
in our department? 2
With these and other questions to serve as a guide the staff
began its task of changing the program to what it ought to
be .
Based upon assumptions about the world in which we

· ·tional
live, education, and industrial education, an organiza
pattern of industrial arts teacher education was developed.
The industrial arts curriculum was grouped into three broad
areas:

(1 ) general education, (2 ) professional education,

and (3 ) industrial arts subject matter preparation.

Major

attention was given to the latter which was sub-divided in
to three cores.

" They were labeled • cores of Experience '

22 I bid. , p . 11.
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under the titles:

( 1) Science-mathematics, ( 2 ) Technology
( the use of tools and materials ) , and ( 3 ) Design. " 23 In

this type program provision was made for the student to
- take professional education courses, general education
courses, and specialized industrial arts · courses .

The stu

dent may develop a specialty in one of the cores and also
obtain some experience in the other cores .
The Minnesota Plan is not a revolutionary one, but
it does provide for progress toward the changes necessary
to take industrial arts teacher education from where it is
to where it ought to be.
H.
.

ORGANIZATION O F THE STUDY

Chapter I contains an introduction, the statement ot
.

the problem, basic assumptions, limitations, definition ot
terms, and the procedure and sources ot data.

The chapter

also presents a review of related studies and the organiza

tion or the study.

Chapter II is composed of three parts.

The first

part is devoted to a discussion of various procedures em

ployed in the survey of personnel needs for industrial arts

pro·grams in South Carolina public high schools.

The second

part is devoted to analyses or high school principals'
23Ibid. , p. 36 ,
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questionnaires , while the third part presents analyses of
industrial arts teachers' questionnaires .
A discussion of the development of standards and
criteria for the evaluation of industrial arts teacher edu 
cation programs is presented in Chapter III.
Chapters IV and V are devoted to reports of an evalu
ation of the industrial arts teacher education programs at
Clemson College and South Carolina State College , respec
tively.
Chapter VI presents the summary and implications .

CHAPTER II
PERSONNEL NEEDS FOR I NDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAMS I N
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
A.

INTRODUCTION

Since the main problem or this study was to evaluate
the industrial arts teacher education programs in South
Car_olina colleges, it seemed necessary to investigate f i rst
the personnel needs for industrial arts programs in the
high schools.

It was felt that informati on pertaining to

those personnel needs would provide insights · into the

prob�ble teacher education program needs and the implemen

tation of improvements in the program.
The first part of this chapter is devoted to a dis
cussion or the development or questionnaires and the pro 
cedures employed in a state -wide survey of personnel needs
for industrial arts programs in South Carolina public high
schools.

The second and third parts are devoted to analy

ses of the high school pr1ncipal 1 s que stionnaire returns
and the industrial arts teacher's questionnaire returns.

B.

DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF QUESTIONNAIRES

The questionnaire techniques appeared to be the most
practicable means by which the writer could secure data
necessary to determine the need for industrial arts teachers
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in South Carolina public schools.

Lists of questions were

developed which, when answered, would provide necessary in
formation about the industrial arts programs and teachers.
The questions were studied, grouped, and restated in short
answer form.

Questionnaires were developed which would

collect information from two sources--high s�hool principals
and industrial arts teachers.

Both questionnaires were ex

amined for content and clarity by the writer ' s graduate com
mittee, and faculty members in the industrial arts teacher
education programs of Clemson College and South Carolina
State College .

Revisions were made in accordance with the

suggestions received.

A copy of each questionnaire is pre

sented in the Appendix.
A packet consisting of a letter outlining the pur
poses of the survey and asking the principal to participate
in the s urvey, a principal's questionnaire, an industrial
arts teacher's questionnaire, and a se·1r-addressed, stamped
envelope was mailed to each public high school principal in
South Carolina.

or the 418 packets mailed, 146, or about

35 per cent, were addressed to principals of Negro high
schools.

( It wa s necessary to distinguish between white

and Negro schools since South Carolina maintained segre
gated public schools and colleges. )
Completed questionnaires were coded and data were
punched into IBM cards for electronic processing .

An IBM
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sorter and tabulator were used to provide a tabulation of
the data collected by both questionnaires.

An analysis of

that tabulation is pre sented in the following sections of
this chapter.
C.

ANALYSIS OF THE PRINCIPAL 1 S QUESTIONNAIRE

Two hundred , or approximately 50 per cent, of the

418 high school principals returned completed question

naires within three weeks from the date of the initial re
quest.

A follow-up reminder, mailed to the remaining 50

per cent at the end of the third week, resulted in in
creasing the over-all return to 64 per cent.

The total re

sponse wa s slightly les s than 70 per cent of all pr inci
pals of white high schools and 52 per cent of all princi

pals of Negro high schools.

The percentage of returns were

somewhat lower than desired, however, the representation in
terms of geographic distribution, size of schools, and urban
and rural schools seemed adequate .

The number and percent

age of que stionnaire returns by high s chool principals are
presented in Table I.
School Enrollments
An analy sis of Table I -revealed that 118 , or 44 per

cent, of the schools that returned questionnaires had an
enrollment of les s than 400 students.

Only 23 per cent of

the s chools with this enrollment offered courses in
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOLS IDENTIFIED BY
ENROLLMENT, RACE, AND WITH INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAMS
REPRESENTED IN THIS STUDY, 1960-61
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industrial arts, while 72 per cent of the schools � 1th en
rollments of 800 or more offered industrial arts courses.

These f igures seemed to imply that industrial arts programs
were offered more frequently in the larger high schools.
The reason for this may be attributed to the notion that
schools with an enrollment or 500 or more can offer a better
variety of courses and services than can schools with
smaller enrollments.
or the 112 schools in which industrial arts programs

were reported, 65 were white and 47 were Negro (Table I).

Only 34 per cent of the white respondents reported indus

trial arts programs, whereas over 60 per cent or the Negro
schools reported such activities.

It appeared that indus

trial arts courses were offered more frequently in Negro
schools than in white schools in South Carolina.
Enrollment of Industrial Arts Programs
The enrollment of · industrial arts programs ranged

from 8 students in one school to 590 students in another

school.

However, 66 per cent of the schools reported in 

dustrial arts program enrollments of less than 90 students
( Table II ) .

In these schools, the services of only one

teacher either full-time or part-time, depending upon the
number of students, was required.

Slightly more than

pe r cent of the Negro schools fell into this category.

75

The

apparent trend of a one-teacher industrial arts program may
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TABLE I I
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAMS ,
BY ENROLLMENT AND RACE , 1960-61
Students
enrolled in
industrial arts

Negro
schools

'Iotal number
of schools

White
schools

29

20

11

9

59

25

11

89

29

14

17

12

90 - 119

17

11

6

120 - 149

2

2

150 - 179

6

l

180 - 209

8

5
6

210 -

2

5

2

3

112

65

47

1 -

30 60 -

Total

Up
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have significance in planning and developing the industrial
arts teacher education curriculum .
Only 22 per cent of all schools reporting industrial
arts , programs had enrollments between 90 and 150 students,
which required two industrial arts teachers.

Slightly more

than 15 per cent of the Negro industrial arts programs and
28 per cent of the white programs reported enrollments which
required two teachers (Table II ) .
Grades in Which Industrial Arts Courses Are Taught
Generally, industr ial arts courses were offered at
three different grade level � in the high schools of South
Carolina .

About 40 per cent of the s chools offered indus

trial arts in the junior high school grade levels and 60 per
cent in the senior high school grade levels.

From 112

schools reporting industrial arts programs, 72 per cent

offered courses at the ninth grade level, 66 per cent at
the tenth grade level, and 61 per cent at the eleventh
grade level.

Only 13 per cent of the schools provided

courses at the seventh grade level (Table III ) .

White and

Negro schools were comparable · in respect to grades in wh ich
industrial arts courses were taught.

Eight schools indicated that industrial arts courses
were offered at one grade level only .

A majority of the

schools reported offerings at three different levels, with
grades nine through eleven as the most popular combination.
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TABLE III

GRADES IN WHICH I NDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSES �RE TAUGHT , BY RACE
AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL INDUSTRIAL ARTS EROGRAMS AS RE
PORTED BY 112 HIGH SCHOOLS I N SOUTH CAROLINA , 1960- 61

Grade

Number
of schools*

7

15

8

9

10
11

12

42

Percentage of
total industrial
arts programs**

13. 4

9

6

19

66 . 1

40

58. 0

40

38

29

39

26

72 . 3

69

61. 6

65

Ne gro
schools

23

37. 5

81

74

White
schools

46

35

*Number of schools does not total 112 since most
schools indicated that industrial arts courses were taught
in more than one grade.
**Percentages do not total 100 per cent since most
schools indicated that industrial arts courses were taught
in more than one grade .
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These data may imply that industrial arts teachers should
be prepared to teach in both junior and senior high school
grade levels.
Industrial Arts Activities Taught
An analysis of the principal ' s questionnaire re
vealed that all of the usual industrial arts activities
were being taught in the public high schools of South Caro
lina.

The three courses most frequently taught were

general shop, woodworking, and drawing.

A combination of

these three courses was taught in about 8 5 per cent of the
industrial arts programs represented in the survey.

Each

of the other industrial arts activities listed on the
questionnaire was reported as being taught in fewer than
eight schools in the state.

Table IV contains a list of

the industrial arts activities with the number of schools,
white and Negro, teaching a first, second, or third year
course in each activity.
Second year courses were offered in 54 per cent of
the schools which provide a program of industrial arts.
The same three courses--woodworking 1 general shop, and
drawing--were reported most frequently as being taught as
second year courses.

Woodworking was taught in forty-five

schools, or slightly more than 40 per cent of the schools re
porting industrial arts programs, while drawing was offered
in only 26 per cent of the schools (Table IV ) .

TABLE IV

INDUSTRIAL ARTS · ACTIVITIES TAUGHT IN SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOLS, AS REPORTED BY 112 PRINCI PALS, 1960 -61

Rank

Activi ties

Number of schools
teaching first year
courses
Total Wh ite Negro

lo General Shop
2 o Woodworking

68
68

38
38

4. Electrical

63
7

41
5

3 . Drawing

5. Plastics
6 . Machine Shop
7 . Automotive
8.· Ceramics
9. General Metals
10 o Graphic
Art s
ll o Textiles
12 . Other

7

30
30

22
2

2

5

-

Number of schools
teaching second
year cours es
Total Wh ite Negro
35
45

30
3

18
22
15

3

4
2

2

1

-

1
1

3
3

2
1

1
2

2
2

1

3-

1

2

2

-

7
12

2

2

15

1

1

3

-

23

-

3

1

17

2

4
4

17

23

2

4
4
4

2

Number of schools
teaching third year
courses
Total White Negro

-

l

8

10
11

3

l

-

1
1

l
1

l

u)
0'

Proportionally , more Negro schools repor ted second
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and third year · industrial arts courses than did white
schools.

Slightly more than

58 per cent of the forty-seven

Negro schools and 48 per cent of the sixty -five white schools

reporting industrial arts programs offered second year
courses.

Third year courses were reported as being offered

in 29 per cent of the Negro and 18 per cent of the white
schools .

The third year courses most often mentioned were

woodworking, general shop, and drawing .

Machine shop, auto

motive, ceramics, and textiles were not reported as being
offered the third year (Table IV) .
Plans for Industrial Arts Programs
The questionnaire requested that principals give
their school's plans for the industrial arts program during
the next three to five years.

The most frequent response

was n to continue with the same program. "

Fifty of the

sixty-five white principals and thirty of the forty-seven
Negro principals indicated that they plan to continue with
the same program.

The number of schools, white and Negro ,

indicating certain plans for industrial arts programs during
the next three to five years is presented in Table V.
Twenty-eight, or

25 per cent of the schools re

porting industrial arts courses, planned to expand the pro
gram to the extent that at least one additional teacher
would be needed in each school during the next three to
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TABLE V

PLANS FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAMS DURING NEXT THREE TO FIVE
YEARS , AS REPORTED BY 112 PRINCIPALS OF SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGH SCHOOLS, 1960 -61
Schools Reportins
Negro
Total White

Rank
1

Continue with s ame program

80

50

30

2

Increase the enrollment and
employ one additional
industrial arts teacher

23

8

15

Increase the enrollment and
employ two additional
industrial arts teachers

5

3

2

Plans are uncertain

4

4

112

65

3

4

Total

47

five years .

Assuming that these plans became a reality,
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there would be a need for about thirty-three industrial
arts teachers in these twenty-eight schools.

These person

nel needs did not include replacements due to the regular
teacher turnover .
In responding to the question pertaining to the an
ticipated need for new industrial arts teachers for the
1961-62 school year, principals indicated the need for
fifty-four new teachers, thirty-three teachers for white
and twenty-one for Negro schools .

These figures include

the number of new teachers needed in schools that planned
to initiate an industrial arts program or expand the
existing program and those needed as replacements.

Assuming

that the 64 per cent return of the questionnaire was repre

sentative of all high schools in South Carolina, there
migh t be a need for more than eigh ty new industrial arts
teachers during the 1 9 61 -62 school year.

- --

---

Schools Which Do Not Offer Industrial Arts

Out of 266 questionnaires returned, 154 indicated

that industrial arts courses were not provided.

Each prin

cipal was requested to give reasons why these courses were
not offered .

The reasons given were grouped into nine

common classifications and are presented in Table VI.
The reasons most frequently given for not providing
industrial arts courses was, "We can not obtain a qualified
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TABLE VI
REASONS FOR NOT PROVIDING INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAMS, AS
GIVEN BY 1 .54 PRIN CIPALS OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH
SCHOOLS , 1960 -61

Reasons

Rank

1

Can not obtain qualified
industrial arts teacher

2

The school is too small

3

Number of principals
reporting
Total White Negro

30

2

28

22

6

Financial difficulties

15

10

Facilities not available

15

10

5
5

Lack of interest and
leadership

14

11

3

6

Agricultural shop is
satisfying this need

10

5

5

7

Students in this community
do not need industr ial arts

10

8

8

2

Using the facilities of a
nearby school

4

1

9

Trade and industrial courses
are satisfying this need

5

4

4

21

21

154

125

4
5

10

Reason not given
Total

32

29

industrial arts te acher . "
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Of the thirty -two schools giving

this re sponse , only two we re Ne gro schools.

The se figur e s

se e me d to indicate a shortage of qualified white industrial
arts te achers .

The shortage might be d ue to an insufficient

number of colle ge students preparing for th is branch of the
teaching profe ssion, too few industrial arts te ache rs
accepting positions in South Carolina schools, or industrial
arts te achers accepting positions in industry .

In an at 

tempt to de te rmine the actual cause of the shortage , the two
industrial arts teache r e ducation programs in South Carolina
were examine d and e valuate d.

A report of this e valuation

is pre se nte d in Chapte r IV .
Another re ason give n for not providing industrial
arts was, tt The school is too small. "

Almost all of th e re 

sponde nts indicating this re ason were principals of schools
with an e nrollment of le ss than four hundre d stude nts in
high school.

This se e med to imply that schools with le ss

than four hundre d stude nts expe rie nce d difficulty in pro 
viding industrial arts courses.

This implication sugge sts

that· it might be de sirable to conside r incre asing each high
school enrollme nt to e xce e d four hundre d students in orde r
to justify an industrial arts program .
Other reasons given for not offe ring course s in
industrial arts we re:

( 1 ) "financial difficultie s, " ( 2 )

" facilities not available , " ( 3 ) " lack of inte re st and
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leadership, " ( 4) "agricultural shop is satisfying th is need,"
(5 ) "using the facilities of a nearby school , " and ( 6 )
t' trade and industrial courses are satisfying this need . "
Twenty- one principals failed to respond to thi s part of the
questionnaire.
Thirty-four principals indicated that they plan to
initiate an industrial arts program in the near future.
Twenty-one remarked that they were s eeking qualified indus

trial arts teachers for the 1961-62 school year.

Refer

ences were made also to new school plants being constructed
The

in which industrial arts facilities would be provided.

comment s generally reflected an interest in the future of
industrial arts programs in South Carolina high schools.
Forty-three s cho ols which did not provide industrial
arts courses reported po s ses sion of industrial arts facili
ties and equipment.

Twenty-five s chools had general shop

facilities , nine had wo odshops, and four had drawing equip
ment ( Table VII ) .
Eleven schools which indicated that they provide in
dustrial arts courses , reported facilities and equipment
not being used with those courses .

A total of fifty-four

s chools pos ses sed equipment which was not being u sed .

Only

thirty of the fifty-four principals responded to the ques 
tion concerning the reasons why industrial arts facilities
and equipment were not used in teaching indu strial arts
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TABLE VII

UNUSED INDUSTRIAL ARTS FACILITIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGH SCHOOLS , 1960-61

Facilities

Schools providing
industrial arts
programs but
having unused
facilities

Schools with
facilities but
not providing
industrial arts
programs

General Shop

1

25

Woodworking

3

9

Drawing

1

4

Automotive

1

Ceramics

1

1

Graphic Arts

1

1

Electrical
General Metals

1

1
1

Machine Shop
Plastics

1

Text iles

l

Total

1

11

43

�

courses (Table VIII ) .

The reason reported most frequently

was that a "qualified industrial arts teacher was not avail
able. "

Eight principals indicated that the equipment was

being used by either agricultural shops or trade and indus
trial classes.
Summary of Principal ' s Questionnaire Results
An analysis of the principa1 1 s questionnaire revealed
data from which the following generalizations were made:
1.

Industrial arts .�rograms were provided by schools

with enrollments which exceeded four hundred students.
Schools with less than four hundred students usually experi
enced difficulty in providing an industrial arts program.
2.

Industrial arts programs generally consisted of

only one teacher who was responsible for teaching general
shop, woodworking, and drawing courses in grades nine
through eleven.
3.

Of the schools which had industrial arts programs,

almost one-half provided a one year course.

Generally,

courses were not restricted to any single grade level , but
were available to students in grades nine through twelve.

4.

School� that had industrial arts planned to con

tinue with about the same type program during the next
three to five years.

However, indications were that about

fifty new industrial arts teachers would be needed for the
1961-62 school year.
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TABLE VIII

REASONS FOR NOT USING INDUSTRIAL ARTS EQUI PMENT WHICH
SCHOOLS .POSSESS , AS GIVEN BY PRINCIPALS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOLS , 1960-61

Rank

Reasons

NumQer of
principals
reporting

1

Qualified industrial arts teacher
not available

2

Using this equipment with agricultural
shops

3

Using this equipment with trade and
industrial classes

4
3

5

Discontinued industrial arts because
of financial difficulties
Lack of interest by students

3

6

Inadequate space for shop

1

7

Reason not given

4

..

Total

15

4

24

54

46

5.

About 60 per cent of the high schools in South

Carolina did not provide industrial arts courses because the
schools were too small or qualified industrial arts teachers
could not be obtained .

The expressed difficulty in ob

taining qualified industrial arts teachers might be an indi
cation of a shortage of teachers in this field.
6.

A major! ty of the high schools w 1th enrollme nts

of four hundred or above who did not provide industrial arts
would initiate a program if a qualified industrial arts
teacher were available.

7.

One out of every five high schools in South Caro

lina had industrial arts facilities which were not being
used.

D.

ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHER ' S QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of the teacher's questionnaire was to
gather information about the educational preparation and
teaching responsibilities of industrial arts teachers in
South Carolina high schools.

Also, an attempt was made to

identify the colleges from which these teachers came.

This

section presents a discussion of analyses of the teacher's
questionnaires.
Copies of the questionnaire for industrial arts
teachers were included with the letter to high school prin
cipals.

These principals were instructed to pass the
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teacher ' s questionnaire on to their industrial arts
teachers for completion.

Teacher's questionnaires were re

ceived from 98 of the 112 schools which offer industrial
arts courses.

A total of 10 9 teachers returned the question

naire in usable form.
Educational Preparation of Industrial Arts Teachers
Out of 10 9 teachers who returned questionnaires,
seven (six white and one Negro ) did not have a college de
gree (Table IX ) .

Eighty-one teachers had bachelor's de

grees, twenty had master's degrees, and one had a doctor's
degree .
More than 7 1 per cent of all respondents majored in
either industrial arts or industrial education.

Negro

teachers appeared to be better prepared to teach industrial
arts than white teachers, since 90 per cent of the Negroes
had majored in e ither industrial arts or industrial educa
tion, whereas, only 64 per cent of the whites majored in
those courses.

Master's degrees were held by 24 per cent

of the Negro teachers, and by only 13 per cent of the white
teachers.
Slightly more than 73 per cent of the industrial
arts teachers received bachelor's degrees from Clemson Col
lege and South Carolina State College, while only 1 3 per

cent received degrees from institutions outside the state .
Most of the teachers who received degrees from other

TABLE IX
EDUCATI ONAL PREPARATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
WHO RETURNED QUESTI ONNAIRES , 1960 -61

.'*

Numbe r of'
teache rs
White Negro

Degree

T

None

7

6

1

At least
B . S . 102

53

49

At least
M. S.
21

9

12

1
Ed. D .
Total
numbe r
re 109
porting

Numbe r with
maj 9r in
industrial arts
T . · White Ne �ro

27

12

15

Numbe r with
major in
industrial
e ducation
T . Whi te Negro

51

22

29

4

2

2

. 1

59

50

27

12

15

51

22

29

Numbe r with
ma jors othe r
than industrial
arts or indus
trial e ducation
T . White Ne gro

24

1 7**

19

5

7

10

1

1

24

19

5

*T . - Total
**This f'igure includes ten teache rs who earne d B. S . de gre e s in e ithe r
industrial arts or industria l e ducation .

-+=""

0,
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colleges in the state maj ored in education, engineering, or
science.

Agricultural education was listed as a major

course by eight teachers, most of whom were graduates of
Clemson and State College .

It seemed evident that indus

trial arts programs in South Carolina high schools were de
pendent upon Clemson College and State College for prospec
tive industrial arts teachers.

A list of the institutions

from which industrial arts teachers received college de
grees is prese·nted in Table X.
The industrial arts teacher, as required by the
Teacher Education and Certification Division of the South
Carolina State Department of Education, must have (1 ) a
minimum of three semester hours in each of four or more
shop activities, (2 ) a minimum of four semester hours in
courses of related draw ing and design in at least two

different courses, and ( 3) eight semester hours of elective
courses in the usual industrial arts subject matter activi
ties.

Responses to questions pertaining to industrial arts

sub ject matter courses taken in college indicated that
twenty-nine of the 109 teachers who returned questionnaires
did not have all of these required courses.

Although

twenty-nine of the respondents did not meet minimum require
ments for certification, more than one-half of them had
taken as many as fifteen seme ster hours of the twenty-four
hours required.
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TABLE X

INSTITUTIONS FROM WHICH SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS RECEIVED COLLEGE DEGREES
Number
with B. S.
degree

Number
with M. S.
degree

Clemson College

40

l

South Carolina State
College

40

10

University of South
Carolina

l

3

The Citadel

l

School

Privately supported
institutions in South
Carolina (whites only )
1

Privately supported
institutions in South
Carol ina (Negroes only )
Institutions in other
states
Total

4

Number
with Ed . D .
degree

l

3

2

14

4

102

21

1

In an attempt to determine the extent to which in
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dustrial arts teachers were seeking professional improve
"Are you working toward

ment, they were asked the question:
a higher college degree?"

More than

54 per cent of the

teachers indicated that they were not working toward a
higher degree .

H owever, eleven teachers, or 10 per cent,

stated that they were taking courses for professional and
technical improvement .

This seemed to indicate that nearly

one-half of the industrial arts teachers in South Carolina
high scho ols were not systematically attempting to improve
themselves professionally.
Teaching Experience
In an attempt to group teachers according to teaching
experience each was asked · to give the number of years he had
taught ( 1 ) industrial arts, (2 ) industrial arts in South

Carolina, ( 3 ) industrial arts in present school, and ( 4 ) in
public schools.

Respondents were grouped into five classi

fications beginning with those who had less than five ye ars

of experience, then those who had between five and ten years,

and finally those who had experience that fell into each
ten-year bracket above ten years .

A tabulation of the

teaching experience of. industrial arts teachers in South

Carolina is presented in Table XI .

Forty-four teachers, or 43 per cent of the respond-

ents, had less than five years of industrial arts teaching
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TABLE XI
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS, 1960-6 1
Teaching experience in

0-4

5-9

Ye ars
10-19

Industrial Arts

44

32

28

4

1

Industrial Arts in
South Carol ina
Schools

47

33

24

4

1

Industrial Arts in
Present School

53

35

19

2

Public Schools

41

27

32

8

20-29

30 -Up

1
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experience, while only five teachers had taught indus trial
arts more than twenty years.

Industrial arts teachers as

a group had an average of about eight years of indus trial
arts teaching experience.

However, the average teaching ex

perience in public s chools was nine ye ars and experience in
the pres ent school was about six years .

This was an indi

cation that teachers had an average of three year s of
teaching experience in s chools other than the one in which
they were presently teaching.
Subject Areas Taught
Industrial arts teachers in South Carolina public
high schools generally taught three different s ubject
matter courses --woodworking, drawing and general shop.

About 62 per cent or the teachers were teaching a combina
tion of the three courses .

Woodworkingt reported most fre

questly t was taught by 7 2 per cent or the teacher s .

In

several cases one teacher taught as many as five s ubject
matter area s, but the average was between two and three
subject areas .

Drawing, ranked a s th e second most fre

quently taught subject, was reported as being taught by 68

per cent of the white teachers and
teacher s .

50

per cent of th e Negro

This was one of the greatest dif ferences between

white and Negro teachers in respect to subject areas taught.
Another difference was in the teaching of general shop.
Only

50

per cent of the Negro teachers and about

54

per

54
cent of the white teachers taught general shop .

Table XII

lists the sub ject areas taught and th e number of teachers,
white and Ne gro, teaching each subject.
Some of the subject areas in which four teachers or
less were teaching were ceramics, machine shop, automotive,
textiles, and graphic arts (Table XII ) .

Questionnaires dis

closed that there were no Negro industrial arts teachers
teaching ceramics, machine shop, textiles, and graphic arts.
One Negro was teaching masonry as an industrial arts subject,
but this course was not taught by white industrial arts
teachers.

Teaching Combinations
Industrial arts teachers were requested to give
their complete weekly class schedule, listing the subjects
taught and the number of students in each class.

An analy

sis of this part of t'h e 109 questionnaires returned indi
cated that there were fifty-nine full-time industrial arts
teachers .

There were fifty teachers who had responsibili

ties in one or more courses other than industrial arts.

A

tabulation of the teaching combinations is presented in
Table XIII .
Thirty-three industrial arts teachers had only one
other teaching responsibility, and seventeen teachers had
two or more additional teaching areas.

The most frequent

teaching combination, reported by 23 per cent of the
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TABLE XII

INDUSTRIAL ARTS SUBJECT AREAS TAUGHT AS REPORTED BY 109 SOUTH
CAROLI NA HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS, 1960-61

Subject area

Rank

Number of tea chers
Total
Negro
White

1

Woodworking

79

43

2

Drawing

65

40

3

General Shop

60

Electrical

12

32

Plastics

11

4

5

28

7

4

7

General Metals

7

4

8

Ceramics

4
4

Machine Shop

3

3

9

Automotive

10

3

Textiles

2

2

11

Graph 1.c Arts

1

1

12

Other

1

..

25

5

6

7

36

2

3

1

1
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TABLE XIII
TEACHING COMBINATI ONS OF 109 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS , 1960-61
Industrial arts teachers :

Number of teachers
Negro
Total
White

59

35

24

16

17

With two or more other teaching
areas

17

8

Teaching trade and industrial
education and diversified
occupations

9

26

12

14

7

6

Full-time
With only one other teaching area

Teaching mathematics
Teaching science

33

13

5

2

Teaching history

4

Teaching English

1

Teaching physical education

1

1

Teaching agriculture

l

1

16

9

Te aching other courses

3

4
1

7
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teachers, was industrial arts and trade and industrial education · { -including diversified occupations ) .

This finding

was not surprising since 46 per cent of the teachers majored
in industrial education, and 73 per cent received their col
lege degrees from Clemson College and South Carolina State
College where multi-purpose programs of industrial teacher
education were offered .
Anoth er teaching combination, held by 12 per cent of
the teachers reporting, was industrial arts and mathematics.
Only one teacher had each of the following combinations:
industrial arts and English, industrial arts and physical
education, and industrial arts and agriculture .

Sixteen

industrial arts teachers reported other teaching responsi
bilities but failed to list specific courses or duties ,
The average industrial arts teac�ing load was calcu
lated from data given in the t eaching schedule ,

There were

420 periods of industrial arts taught by 109 teachers,
giving an average of 3. 8 classes per teacher per day.

The

total numb er of industrial arts students represented in the
survey was 8200 , which averaged seventy -five students per
teacher and twenty students per classo

White and Negro

teachers had the same average number of students .
Summary of Teacher's Quest ionnaire
An analysis of the teacher's questionnaire revealed
information from which the following generalizations were
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made :
1.

All industrial arts te ache rs , e xce pt se ve n , in

the public high schools of South Carolina answe ring the
que stionnaire had at le ast B . S o de gre es , of which about
thre e -fourths were in industrial arts or industrial e du ca
tion.
2.

Ne gro industrial arts te ache rs appeare d to be

prepare d , in te rms of college de gre e s i more ade quately than
did white indust�ial arts te ache rs o

3.

Almost three -fourths of the 109 industrial arts

te achers who re turned questionnaire s were graduate s of Cle m
son Colle ge and South Carolina State Colle ge o

Slightly

more than one -e ighth of the 109 te ache rs re ce ived c ollege
degre e s from institutions outside South Carolina i and
slightly le ss than one -e ighth re ce ive d degre e s from private
and public colle ges, other than Clemson and State Colle ge ,
within the state .

This se emed to indic ate that the public

s chools of South Carolina we re dependent upon the in- state
institutions for prospe ctive industrial arts tea che rs o

4.

About one -fourth of ·the high s chool industrial

arts te ache rs failed to mee t the state minimum re quire ments
for c e rtification as industrial arts te ache rs .

5.

Since almost one -half of t he high school indus

tri al arts te achers w e re not active ly e ngaged in c ourse s
for profe ssional improveme nt , the re may be a ne e d to

)
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organize area or regional extension or evening classes in
industrial arts sub jects.

This should be a function of the

industrial arts teacher education programs in cooperation
with the State Department of Education e

6.

Generally, woodworking, drawing, and general

shop were the industrial arts subject areas taught in South
Carolina schools.

Woodworking c ourses appeared to be over 

emphasized, while basic electricity , plastics, ceramics,
general metals, machine shop, automotive , textiles, and
graphic arts courses appeared to be under-emphasized.

7 . About one-half or the industrial arts teachers in

South Carolina were devoting full-time to industrial arts,

and one-fourth were teaching vocational subjects in addition
to industrial arts.

Other teaching combinations did not

appear to be s ignificant.

E.

SUMMARY

Results of the state-wide survey of personnel needs
for high school industrial arts programs in South Carolina
were presented in th is chapter.

The first part of th is

chapter was devoted to a brief d iscussion of the develop
ment of questionnaires used in the survey , and the second
and third parts were devoted to a discussion of question
naire returns from high school principals and industrial
arts teachers in South Carolina.
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Some of the major implications drawn from an analy 
sis of the survey findings are as follows:
1.

Since almost one-half of the high schools in

South Carolina had enrollments which were considered too
small ( less than four hundred students ) to justify the ex
penditure necessary to provide an adequate program of indus
trial arts, it seemed desirable that state and local educa
tional administrators should develop ways and means by
which an . adequate program could be provided for all pupils

in these small schools o

In some instances this might be

accomplished by school consolidation, and in other cases it
may be possible for two neighboring schools to share indus
trial arts teachers and facilities .

In order to provide an

adequate program, schools may be required to employ at
least two qualified industrial arts teachers and furnish
general shop facilities for about six or more industrial
arts activities.

Obtaining qualified industrial arts

teachers may b e the most difficult task in providing an
adequate program of industrial arts.
2.

Generally, high school students ( in schools

which had an industrial arts program ) in grades nine through
twelve were permitted to take industriai arts courses on an
elective basis, which seemed to imply that industrial arts
teachers were teaching classes which contain students of
both junior and senior h igh school grade levels.

This may
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have implications for the indus trial arts teacher education
programs in the state colleges since it is their responsi
bility to prepare prospective teachers for public school in
dustrial arts programs .
3.

Indications were that most high school princi

pals in South Carolina were interested in providing an ade
quate program of indus trial arts in their schools.

In

order to stimulate this interes t and to make progress toward
achieving the objectives of American educa tion, there seems
to be a need for a state-wide coordinator of industrial
arts.

This person, if given the opportunity, migh t provide

the supervision and coordination necessary to develop the
type of state-wide industrial arts program required to meet
the needs of high school s tudents in South Carolina .

4.

It seemed evident that South Carolina colleges

were not graduating a sufficient number of qualified indus
trial arts teachers .

Clemson College and South Carolina

State College, being the only institutions in the state
which provide industrial arts t eacher education programs,
probably should make every effort to meet these personnel
needs in terms of quality as well as quan tity.
What const i tutes an adequate indus trial arts teacher
education program, and the adequacy of the programs at
Clemson College and South Carolina State College provides
the focus of Chap ters III, IV, and V, respectively.

CHAPTER III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDS AND CRITERIA
A.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the de
velopment of standards and evaluative criteria for the
accreditation of industrial arts teacher education.

The

first portion of this chapter, devoted to a brief review of
the history of the movement to prepare standards for ac
creditation, will be followed by a discussion of a national
survey related to the accreditation of industrial arts
teacher education which was conducted by the American Coun
cil on Industrial Arts Education.

Also, the accreditation

standards which were developed by this national organiza
tion are presented in this chapter.

B.

ACCREDITATION OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION
Some of the most significant advances in the develop

ment of standards for upgrading industrial arts teacher edu
cation programs have evolved from the efforts of regional,
national, and professional accrediting agencies.

The

regional and national agen�ies sought to improve higher edu
cation by use of standards pertaining to an institution as a
whole.

However, the movement in accreditation developed in

the direction of departmental accreditation in the
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professional fields.

This movement led to the incipience

of the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education

( ACIATE ) .
The first national effort for the accreditation of
industrial arts teacher education began in 1950.

At that

time the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa
tion ( AACTE ) made provisions to accept departmental accredi
tation on a permissive basis.

Because the AACTE was a

national agency with authority for accreditation of teacher
education, opportunity was present for developing a co
operative plan for accreditation of industrial arts teacher
education on a national basis.

Officers of several indus

trial arts professional organizations were .consulted and
action was taken to appoint a committee to represent the
following industrial arts associations :

the Industrial

Arts Section, American Vocational Association ; the American
Industrial Arts Association ; the National Association of
Industrial Arts Teacher Tra iners ; the Industrial Arts Con
ference of the Mississippi Valley ; and the American Council
on Industrial Arts Teacher Education.

The committee also

consisted of representatives .from the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education and the United States Of
fice of Education.

It was the goal of this committee to de

velop a pro gram for the accreditation of industrial arts
teacher education.

They outlined the procedures for

developing standards for the accreditation of industrial
arts teacher education as follows:
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to study the problem at

the doctoral level ; to prepare a tentative schedule for
standards ; to submit these standards to the industrial arts
accrediting committee for revisions ; and to submit the tenta
tive standards to directors of industrial arts teacher edu
cation programs for approval. 1
The accreditation committee prepared tentative
standards for the accreditation of industrial arts teacher
education which were submitted to directors of industrial
arts teacher education programs .

On the basis of criticisms

by these directors and in terms of avoiding the duplication
of the AACTE standards for teacher education, revisions
were made in the schedule of standards .

The first applica

tion of these standards took place in 19 53 when the AACTE

was invited to study the College of Education of Wayne Uni
versity . 2
Between 1954 and 1956 the discontinuance of the ac
creditation function of the AACTE and the recognition of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
1verne c. Fryklund and H. L. Helton, The Accredita
tion of Industrial Arts Teacher Education, Seventh Yearbook
of theAmerican Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education
(Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight & McKnight Publishing
Company, 19 58) , PP • 6-14.
2Ibid . ,
PP • 15-16.
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(NCATE ) as the national accrediting agency for teacher edu
cation resulted in the change or personnel authorized to
prepare standards for the accreditation or industrial arts
teacher education.

The NCATE requested that the American

Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education appoint an ac
creditation committee.

This committee, the National Com

mittee on Accreditation of Industrial Arts Teacher Educa
tion Programs, accepted the pioneer work of the first ac
crediting· committee as the ma jor source or standards and

criteria . available and continued studying the problem under
a reorganized plan. 3

In November 1955, H. L. Helton was appointed secre

tary of the National Committee on Accreditation or Indus
trial Arts Teacher Educatfon Programs and accepted the

assignment to direct the research necessary to develop an
evaluative instrument that would be or value in upgrading
programs or ·industrial arts teacher education.

The research

included a national survey involving the departmental chair

men or all institutions having industrial arts teacher educa 

tion programs. 4

3Ibid. , p. 17 .
4Ibid. ,

p. 18.
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C.

NATIONAL SURVEY

A study conducted by H. L. Helton , 5 secretary of the
National Committee on Accreditation of Industrial Arts
Teacher Education Programs, included a national survey of
202 institutions having industrial arts teacher education
programs.

His statement of the problem was:

The purpose of this study was to develop an
evaluative instrument consisting or standards and
criteria for the accreditation of undergraduate
industrial arts teacher education programs. As
early as 1950 national agencies concerned with ac
creditation of teacher education had expressed a
need for such materials to facilitate their ac
crediting activities. When the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education assumed ac
crediting responsibilities from the American Associ
ation of Colleges for Teacher Education , the in
dustrial arts profession was asked to prepare and
send to the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education an evaluative instrument for in
dustrial arts teacher education.
In addition, standards and criteria for under
graduate industrial arts teacher education were
desired by members of the industrial arts teacher
education profession to provide a basis for study
and ap prai sal of their industrial arts programs .
To produce an instrument to meet these needs was
the significant objective of the research. 6

Through review of literature pertinent to industrial

arts, an opinionnaire was developed ror use in the national
survey of industrial arts teacher education.

This instrument,

5H . L. Helton, "Evaluation in Industrial Arts Teacher
Education" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation , Wayne State
University, 19 58 ) .
6Ibid . , p.
3.
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mailed to each industrial arts department chairman, was designed to obtain a reaction to each of 147 statements that

charac terized industrial arts teacher education.

The de

partment chairmen were asked to react to each item as a
basis for accreditation of such departments and rate the
item as either essential, desirable, acceptable, undesirable,
or detrimental.
Of the 202 instruments mailed, 166 were returned in
usable form .

The usable returns represented 82 per cent of

the institutions in forty-five states that reported programs
of industrial arts teacher education.
The usable questionnaires were analyzed to identify
the important statements.

Items were rated important if

checked either "essential " or ttdesirable" by at least 75
per cent of the respondents.

Eigh ty-seven items were

classified as important to use as a basis for the accredita
tion of industrial arts teacher education programs.

The se

eighty-seven items were used in the formulation of sixty
seven standards which were classified into major areas ac
cording to the six areas recognized by the Na tional Coun
cil for Accreditation of Teacher Education .

D.

STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION

After the important items in the national survey
opinionnaire were identified, s tandards were formulated and
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grouped into six major areas of industrial arts teacher edu
cation.

These areas were :

(1 ) organization and administra

tion, (2 ) the student personnel program, ( 3 ) the faculty,

( 4 ) the curriculum, ( 5 ) student teaching, and ( 6 ) facilities

and laboratories.

Organization and Administration

From thirty-nine statements which appear in the

literature describing the organization and administration of
departments of industrial arts teacher education, twenty
were rated essential or desirable as a basis for ac credita
tion of such departments.

Characteristics included in the

twenty items were studied, grouped, and re-written as eight
standards:
Organization and Administration - Area !

1. Each department should show evidence of
organization and administration sufficient to pre
pare industrial arts teachers needed in the service
area, and also to provide for the general education
al needs of these prospective teachers.
2. Departments should be free to develop
learning experiences, in c ooperation with other de
partments when necessary, and with state officials
and curriculum committees, so they can effectively
prepare graduates who are certifiable, competent,
and professional in industrial arts edu cation .
3 . Each member of the full-time staff should
participate in the professional activities of the
department, the college, and the state. Full-.time
membe rs of the department should attend the meetings
of the ir professional industrial arts organization .

4. The program should have a full-time staff.
The enrollment should be such that all students can
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be adequately taught without danger of lowering
standards. There should be thorough instruction
and a variety of experiences. At least three
full-time staff members are recommended. The pro
gram and staff should be able to demonstrate that
industrial arts contributes to the general educa
tion of all youth.

5 . All departmental staff members should par
ticipate in administrative decisions which affect
the quality of the departmental program.

6 . Each staff member should be allowed time and
be encouraged to visit and study public schools in
the service area and nearby colleges and universi
ties.
7 . Each staff member should be prov ided w ith
sufficient clerical help and time to facilitate
course planning , preparation of instructional ma
terials, and the meeting of necessary correspond
ence obligations .

8. The department should maintain at least both
a limited general shop such as general metalworking
or general woodworking and a comprehensive general
shop in which several different industrial arts ac
tivities, with variety of materials j are offered
simultaneously under the direction of one instruc
tor. 7
Student Personnel Program
The second area of · the opinionnaire was concerned with

the student personnel program and contained fourteen state

ments, all of which were rated important to efficient depart
ments .

These fourteen items were grouped and rewritten as

twelve standards:
7 Fryklund and Helton, � · cit. , p . 25.
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Student Personnel Program - Area II
1 . The department should take active part in an
effectively functioning recruitment and orientation
program designed for ttnon-teacher education" college
students as well as for capable graduates from
secondary schools o
2 . Departments should show evidence of careful
selection of students for the industrial arts
teacher education curriculum. Admission to the in
stitution should not be the sole consideration for
admission to industrial arts teacher education;
personal interviews with staff members of the de
·partment to determine interests and aptitudes should
be considered essential. Adequate records and test
results must be available to departmental counselors.

3 . The departmental staff should cooperate with
the institutional counseling service personnel in
assisting industrial arts ma jors with personal and
curricular problems .

4 . Industrial arts student clubs and organiza
tions designed to stimulate professional growth
should be encouraged and supported by the depart
ment .

5. There should be evidence that students are
encouraged to assume responsibility for departmental
activities such as maintaining bulletin boards,
libraries, and instructional aids. Whenever it
seems appropriate, students should participate in
evaluation of departmental courses and activities.
6. There should be an effective program for re
leasing news and information to students and gradu
ates.

7 . Provisions should be made for student use
of typing and duplicating equipment needed in the
production of instructional materials and class
reports or assignments.

8 . The department should maintain an individual
file of cumulative information about each student
classified as a ma jor.

9. The department should coordinate placeme nt
activities with the college placeme nt office .

10. Whenever possible , graduates of the depart
ment should be v isited during their f irst year on
the job.
11. There should be periodic follow-up studies
of the departmental graduateso
12 . Adequate provisions should be made for con
tinual evaluation of each student accepted as a
major to facilitate the selective retention of favor
able candidates for teach ing posit1ons o 8
The Faculty
Eight of the eleven statements wh ich characterized
the faculty of industrial arts teacher educat ion programs
were rated important.

These eight items were used as a

basis for the following six standards :
The Faculty - Area III
1. Each member of th e industrial arts staff
should have at least a master ' s degree in educa
tion w ith a specialty in industrial arts or indus
trial educ ation. Members of the administrative
staff and those teach ing professional courses for
industrial arts teachers should have an earned
doctor v s degree o
2 . The teach ing staff should be selected on
the basis of demonstrated competency in teach ing
industrial arts in secondary schools. It is de
sirable tha t each member have a background of
successful work experience in the area of h is
teach ing specialty.
3 . Teach ing loads of the faculty should be ad
j usted to compensate for required student contact
hours in shop or laboratory courses .

4.

Provisions should be made and observed for
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necessary non-teaching responsibilit ies •

. 5 . Industrial arts teachers who have demon
strated high degrees of competency in secondary
school teaching and meet required college stand
ards should be invited to serve as special in
structors whenever possible.

6. Student assistants and graduate fellows
· teaching shop courses for indus trial arts majors
should possess a bachelor ' s degree and public
school teaching experience in industrial arts o 9
The Curriculum
The fourth area of the opinionnaire was concerned
with the curriculum for prospective industrial arts teacherso
From thirty-three statements pertaining to the curriculum
of industrial arts teacher education the following eight
standards were formulated:
The Curriculum - Area IV
1 . Teaching fields for industrial arts teachers
mus t provide for a wide variety of courses de
veloping several industrial a� ts skills.

2 . Adequate emphasis should be placed on the
teaching of design , appropriate use or materials,
function , and quality or workmanship o

3 . A minimum of thirty semester hours should
be required for a ma jor in industrial arts.

4 . A minimum of ten semester hours should be
required for specialization in one of the usual
areas of industrial arts.

5 . Curriculum activities should prov ide for
experiences that lead to an understanding of good

guidance principles .
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6. The curriculum should provide for student
experien ces with group projects as well as with
individual projects o

7 . Industrial arts students who are clearly
competent, through industrial work experien ces or
similar activities, in one of the usual industrial
arts areas, should have their programs adjusted o
8.

Students should be involved in experiences
which result in understanding good gpidance prac
tices as related to industrial arts . 10
Stude nt Teaching
Eighteen of the twenty-five statements pertaining
to stude nt te aching were rated essential or desirable as a
basis for a c creditation or industrial arts teacher prepara
tory programs .

From these eighteen items the following ten

standards were developed :
Student Teaching - Area !
l . Student teaching experien ces should begin
during the junior or senior year, and should be
pre cede d by observation of teaching practic�s in
public schools .
2 . Student teaching should be done under the
direction of a critic who possesses at least a
master ' s degree and suc cessful industrial arts
teaching experience.

3 . · All student teaching should be done in an
accredited public school within the state.

4 . The department should select or approve the
critic teacher as well as the school in which the
student teaching i s done.
lOibid . , p. 28.

5 . Whe ne ve r possible, student teache rs should
work with both junior and se nior high school
classes o
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60 Whene ve r possible , stude nt teaching should
be done in diffe re nt subjects, such as drafting
and woodworking, and should provide for expe ri
ence s with the gene ral shop type of organization .
7 o The department should have written crite ria
for use in assigning stude nts the student teaching
se que nce s o

8. The stude nt teache r should participate in
all of the activitie s expected of a fully qualified
industrial arts teacher, including planning e valu
ation, maintenance , and extra-curricular activities .
9 . The student teache r in industrial arts should
be an industrial arts major.
lO o Stude nt teache rs should participate �n the
evaluation of the ir own pe rformance . 1 1
Facilitie s and Laboratories
All twenty-thre e of the statements conce rning facili
ties and laboratories we re rate d important and use d as a
basis for the following standards :
Facilities and Laboratorie s - Area VI
1.
The re should be office space for e ach staff
memb e r.

2 o The re should be a departme ntal lJ. brary of
curriculum mate rials available for stude nt use o

3 . Library mate rials should b e ade quate and
curre nt for all areas of instruction offe red b y
the departme nt o

4.

Appropriate film strips, mode ls, charts,

and other teaching aids should be available for
classroom useo

5. Emergency instructional supplies should be
readily available through requisitiono

6 0 Use of new materials, machines, and
processes should b e evident in the shop.

7 . Adequate records should be maintained for
all supplies purchased o
8. Each machine should b e in good working order
and equipped with adequate safety devices j such as
guards and safety switches .
9 . Shops should be attractively painted and
safety zones should be identified.
10.
shop .

First aid kits should be availab le in each

11. Equipment and facilities should be inspected
to insure safe use .
12. The department should be clearly identified
by reason of having offices, classrooms, and shops
on the college campus o

13 . Shops and classrooms should be arranged and
lighted appropriately for the courses being taught .

14 . Each shop should have a minimum of two exits.

1 5. Washing facilities and dr�nking fountains
should b e provided in convenient locations.
16 0 Display cases should be maintained b y in
structors or students in the department.
17 . There should be safe and adequate storage
facilities for all supplies, pro jects i and tools.

18 . There should be student lockers for each shop
where such faci lities are needed o
19 . A finishing room should be maintained for
each shop in which the nature of the work requires
it.
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20. Ample · instruction and planning area should
be provided for each shop or classroom.
2 1. Each shop should have adequate quantities
and varie ties of tools, supplies, and equipment.
22. There should be evidence of good judgment
in requests for tools, equipment , and supplies.
2 3 . Necessary utilities such as electricity,
water, compressed air, and gas should be available
in accordance with the needs in the activities
under instruction in the shops. 12

E.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA FOR ACCREDITATION

The techniques which could b e used to determine the
ex tent to which programs of industrial arts teacher educa
tion meet the established standards for accreditation was
of major concern to the National Committee on Accreditation
of Industrial Arts Teacher Education Programs.

One m ethod,

commonly used, is to require the institut ion being ac
credited to furnish des criptive information about the pro
gram.

Using this method as a guide, a two-part instrument

was developed wh ich could be used for the . collection of
descriptive informat ion and the evaluation of the program.
A copy of that instrument is presented in the Appendix .
The first part of the instrument contains que stions,
designed to secure descriptive information about the pro
gram, which relates to each standard used in accrediting
1 2Ibid. , pp. 30-31.
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the teacher education program.

Answers to these questions

furnish data necessary for the rater to evaluate the pro
gram in terms of the established standards .
The second part of the instrument contains a ten
point evaluative rating scale which was designed to be used
after descriptive information had been compiled and analyzed .
The rater indicates his estimate of how well the program

meets the prescribed standards by assigning a· numerical

value of between zero and ten to each question pertaining
to the program.

The rating scale is as follows :

Evaluation Rating Scale
0

..

1- 2

3-

5-

4

6
7- 8
9-10

Items not present in this department, does
not apply
All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
Most aspects satisfactory
Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory 1 3
F.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter was to describe the de
velopment of ac creditation standards and evaluative criteria
for industrial arts teacher education .

The s tandards are

presented in this chapter and the evaluative criteria are
presente d in the Appendix .
The standards and evaluative criteria were developed
by the National Commi ttee on Accreditation of Industr ial
l 3Jlli. , P • 3 7 .
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Arts Teacher Education Programs to be used for . accreditation
and as an instrument for self- improvement of industrial arts
teacher education programs.

This instrument has been ac

cepted to be used in conjunction with the general standards
of the National Council for Ac creditation of Teacher Educa
tion.
Because these standards· and evaluative criteria were
developed by a national professional organization and ac
cepted by other national organizations concerned with the
accreditation of industrial arts teacher education programs,
it seemed appropriate that they be employe d in evaluating in
dustrial arts teacher education programs in South Carolina
colleges.

Ch�pters IV and V will be devoted .to reporting

the findings of an evaluation of those programs.

CHAPTER · IV
EVALUATION OF INDUSTRIAL AR.TS TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAM AT CLEMSON COLLEGE

A.

INTRODUCTION

.
Standards and criteria identified in the previous
chapter were used to evaluate the industrial arts teacher
education programs in South Carolina coll'e ge,s .

The purpose

of this chapter is to report the findings of the evalua
tion in Clemson College, one of two institutions having
programs of industrial arts teacher education . · A brief

discussion of the historical background of the institution ,
methods and · procedures used in the evaluation , rating re
sults, and areas of adequacy and inadequacy in the· program

are included in this report .
· B.

CLEMSON COLLEGE

The General Assembly of- South Carolina, using the

Morrill Land-Grant Act of · 1862 · as a legal basis , a ccepted

the bequest of Thomas G . Clemson which set aside the greater
I
part of the Clemson estate for the founding of a scientific
and technical college • . Clemson College, which was estab

li'shed in · l889 , officially opened in 189 3 with 446 students .
The enrollment increased over the years to the record peak
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of four thousand students in · 1960. 1

Clemson College provided tw·enty-nine curricula under
the Schoois of Agriculture, Architecture, Arts and Sciences,
Engineering, and Textiles.

Industrial education, the cur

riculum under which the industrial arts teach�r education
program was provided, was administered by the School of Arts
and Sciences .
Industrial education was one of two curricula
offered by the Department of Secondary ·Education .

The cur

arts · and trade and industrial e·ducation subjects.

The . .

riculum was designed to prepare students to teach industrial

other curriculum, secondary education, was designed to pre pare teachers in general high school subjects, with emphasis
upon the teaching of. mathematics, science, history, and
English.

During the 1949-50 school term there were seventy-

five students reported as industrial education majors.

Five

years later, 1954 - 5 5 , the· enrollment in this curriculum de

creased to forty-eight students.

During the 1959 -.60 school

term thirty students were reported as industrial education

majors, three seniors, six juniors:, eleven sophomores, and
ten freshmen.

I

Trends during the past ten· years reveal a

steadily decreasing enrollment, which, if allowed to continue,
1 clemson College Record , catalogue vol . XXXV
( May, 1960 ), 83 -85.
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will probably force the college to discont inue · the indus
trial education program.

Some of the likely reasons for

this decrease were revealed by the evaluation of the indus
trial arts teacher education program.
Methods and Procedures Used in the Evaluation
With the permission or the head of the Department of
Secondary Education and the · cooperation of the professor in
charge or the industrial education curriculum, arrangements
were made to evaluate the industrial arts teacher education
program at Clemson College.

The standards and criteria

which were used in the evaluation are presented in Chapter
III and the Appendix, respectively.
The · evaluative instrument was administered by f'our
members of the Clemson faculty who had industrial arts
teaching re·sponsibilities.

The professor in charge of the

industrial education curriculum was the only faculty member
who devoted full-time to industrial education ; the other
three were members of the industrial engineering staff.
During an interview with the professor in charge of
industrial education .9 · the evaluative instrument was dis

cussed and directions were given for its use.
structions were given to the other raters.

Similar in

A comparison

of the four ratings revealed that rat.e r.a were in general
ag
· reement on most of the areas being evaluated.

A com

posite of the four ratings was made to evaluate more fully

the industrial arts teacher education program at Clemson
College.
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In instances whe re one person gave a rating of at

leas t two units above or below the other raters, the writer
accepted the responsibility of ad j u sting ·the composite

rating to comply with the descriptive informat ion available.
Evaluation Findings
The composite rating is · ·discussed briefly under the

six major areas :

OI!ganization and administration , the stu

dent pers�nnel · program , · the faculty, the curriculum, stu
dent teaching, and facilities and laboratories .

The ten

point progressive scale used in answering questions in
volving evaluative judgment about facets of the industrial
arts teacher education program appears on- each table con
cerning the area of evaluation .
Organization and admin istration--Area I o

In re

sponding to eleven questions -pertaining to the organization

and administration of the! industrial arts teacher education

program , raters indicated- that more aspects were unsatis
factory than satisfactory .

Ratings for Are a I in . the evalu

ation of industrial arts teacher education program at Clem
son College are presented in Table XIV .

Although the over-all rating for Area I was unsatis

factory ( 4 . 1 ) , four items were rated seven or above .

These

high ratings were considered as strengths in the organization
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TABLE XIV

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY. FOUR CLEMSON COLLEGE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
INSTRUCTORS OF THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION O F
THEIR INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item

Question

Rating

1.

How successful. -is the department in
establishing its purpose in terms of
service· area needs?·

4

2.

3.

5.
6.

7.
8.

How adequate is the improvement in :
a. Variety of courses offered?
b. Departmental organi zation?
c. Departmental administration?

How successful is the department in :
a. Meeting needs of the service area?
b. Offering special courses?
c. Maintaining ad�ission standards?

8

3
3

.a

How alert is the department to the need
for new courses ?

4

How effectively has the department planned
for future development of the program?

4

How satisfactorily has the department kept
informed with new developments in
industrial arts teacher education?

4

How adequate is the secretarial help for
the department?
How satisfactory are provisions for
visiting other schools?

8

9.

How adequate is the time reserved for staff
planning and/or research ?

4

10.

How effectively does the departmental staff
function?

3
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TABLE XIV { continued )
Item

Question

11 .

Rating

How adequate is the department budget?
Average rating for area

Note :
0
1- 2

3- 4
5- 6
7- 8

9- 10

Rating Scale
Item not present in this department, does not
apply
All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
· More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
Most aspects satisfactory
Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory

7

and administration phase of the program.
high ratings were:

Items receiving
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adequacy of improvement in the variety

of courses offered ; adequacy of secretarial help ; provi
sions for visiting other schools ; and adequacy of depart
mental budget.
The industrial arts teacher education program ap 
peared to be unsuccessful in establishing its purposes in
terms of the service area needs.

Additional information

concerning the service area needs, presented in Chapter II,
substantially supports the rating given b y the staff.
In responding to the question, "How adequate is t he
improvement in departmental organization and administration?"
raters agreed that most aspects were unsatisfactory.

There

h�ve been organizational and administrative changes dur ing
the past five years, b ut the raters indicated that these
had rio·t contributed to the improvement of the industrial
arts teacher education program.

These changes may have

been made in an attempt to e conomize , and probably were not
based on the purposes and needs of the program.
Raters . indicated that during the past ten years the
industrial education staff had failed to plan adequately
for the future development of the program.

However , the

cooperative participation in this study by the start was
·an indication of its willingness to seek improvement and
plan for the future· development of the industrial arts

teacher edu cation program .
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The head of the Secondary Edu

cation Department , who had served in that position for about
one year , indicated that he was primarily interested in the
future development of sec ondary education , and that indus
trial education will be taken care of later .
The raters indicated that the · industrial education
staff was not adequately informed about the new develop 
ments in industrial arts teacher education .
There appeared to be insufficient time reserved for

staff planning and/or research.

For this item the raters

checked number four on the evaluative s·cale, which indi

cated that most aspects were unsatisfactory .

The actual

t ime devoted to planning and/or research was not as great
as the time available for such activities .
The industrial education staff as rated by four
staff members did not fun ction effectively .

The professor

in �harge of industrial education rel ied upon faculty mem
bers of other departments to teach many of the indus trial
educat ion · subject matter courses . There was evidence of in

adequate coordination between industrial education personnel
and the personnel of other departments.
Student personnel program- -Area II.

Of the sixteen

questions pertaining to the student personnel program, ten
were given the rating of four or below.
rated higher than five .

Only two questions

The results of the evaluation of
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Area II are presented in Table· ·xv •
.The adequacy of student records end test results

available to �epartmental counselors was given a rating of
eight, which was considered as �a strength in the student
personnel program of the industrial arts division.
The question concerning the follow-up or industrial
education · gr-aduates received the lowest rating given in
Area II.

Since Clemson College did not employ a systematic ,

program of follow-up studies or activities, each respondent
rated nearly all aspec,t a of the follow-up program unsatis- '
factory.

Apparently , no organized attempt was made to com-

municate wfth graduates, teachers in the field, . or prospective students.
The indus·trial arts staff rated student recruiting

practices as generally unsatisfactory .

Interviews with

raters revealed that the Registrar's Office engaged in re
cruiting activities, but not for any specific department or
curriculum.

Selection techniques were rated un�atisfactory.

In

most instances admittance� ·�o the institution entitled the ·
student to major in industrial education . · The student . may

ga �� admission to the college by passing the entrance exami

nation.

Any advanced student was allowed to transfer to in 

dustrial education if his grade point ratio did not fall be

'

low that required for matriculation in ·the institution .
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. TABLE XV

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY FOUR CLEMSON COLLEGE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
INSTRUCTORS OF THE STUDENT .PERSONNEL PHASE OF THEIR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item

Ques t ion

Rating

1.

How adequate is the department recruitment
program?

3

2.

Are effective selection techniques used in
admitting capable s tudents into the
teacher educat ion curriculum?

4

3.

4.

.

(

Are adequate recqrds · and test result s
available to department counselor s ?

8

How sat i sfactory i s the department
counsel ing program ? ·

4

Are department organizations or club s well
organized and supported?

4

How succes sfully do club activ i t ie s s t imulate
profes s ional growth ?

5

Are opportunities provided for the more able
s tudent s to a s sume leadership respons i
b ility for departmental funct ions ?

4

8.

How enthus ias t i cally do s tudent s a s sume
leadership respons ibility for departmental
funct ions?

6

9.

How efficient is the department technique for
dis seminat ing informat ion to s tudent s ?

4

10 .

Does the department make max imum use of
new slette rs by sending them to other s taff
and community members ?

3

5�
6.

7.
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TABLE XV ( continued )
Item
11 .

Question

Rating

How adequate are facilities which encourage
student use of typing · and duplicating
equipment required for · thorough p repara
tion for teaching?

5

12 .

How complete are departmental records con
cerning e ach major?

5

13 .

How effectively does the department . utilize
services of the college placement office?

5

To what extent does the department continue
to assist majors after gradu_ation?

3

l.4 .

15. How effective is the department follow-up
program?

16.

How effective is the department program of
selective retention?
Average rating for area

Note :
0

1- 2
3- 4
5- 6
7- 8
9 -10

Rating Scale
Item not present in this department, does
not apply
All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
More aspects unsatis-factory than satisfactory
More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
Most aspects satisfactory
Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory

2

4
4. 3
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The dissimination of information to industrial arts
teachers, members of other staffs , and other inte rested

pe rsons was rated unsatisfactory . I The only attempt to communicate with the se persons was through · the Trade and In

dustrie s publication from the State Department of Education.
The magazine, which occasionally devoted a small se ction to
the subject of industrial arts, was conside red an inade quate
substitute for a departmental newsletter.
In answe ring the question pe rtaining to departmental
assistance give n to industrial arts majors following gradu
ation, raters gave the · program a score of thre e .

The

amount of assistance given to graduates was probably limited
since there was only one full-time faculty me mbe r in the
industrial arts program.
The faculty--Area III .

· The industrial arts te acher

education faculty consisted of only those profe ssors who
were responsible for te aching industrial arts and indus
trial education course s.

One of the profe ssors was in

charge of the industrial e ducation curriculum and the other

two professors were in the School of Engine e ring.

In re 

sponding to five que stions · pertaining to the industrial

arts faculty, raters indicated that most aspects of the se

parts of the program we re satisfactory.

Howeve r, two of

the five questions re ce ived a rating of four.

Results of

the composite rating are pre sented in Table XVI .
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TABLE XVI

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY FOUR CLEMSON COLLEGE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
INSTRUCTORS OF THE FACULTY OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item

Question

1.

2.

Rating ·

How satisfactorily is the work load of
the industrial arts staff adjusted in
relation to:
a. Normal college non-teaching duties ?
b. Maintenance of shops?
c. Inventory and acquisition of tools
and supplies?
d. Requests to perform services of a
speci al nature for the institution?

8

How effectively does the department utilize
services of outstanding teachers in the area?

4

3 . How satisfactory is the technical competency
of -the total staff?

4.

How rapidly are staff members working for advance degrees or improvement in their �echnical competency?

5.

How satisfactory is the q�ality of instruction given by graduate fellows or student
assistants?
Average rating for area

Note:
0

1- 2

3- 4

5- 6

7- 8
9-10

Rating Scale
Item not present in this department ; does
not apply .1
All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
Mo·st aspects satisfactory
Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory

7

8

7

7

4
8
6.6
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High rat_ings we re -g ive n to questions pertaining to
work load, technical competency of the total staff, and the
quality of instruction given by graduate fellows or student

assistants.

These strengths contributed to Area III re

ceiving the highest average rating given to any area by
the four industrial arts instructors.
Raters indicated that the services of outstanding
teachers in the area were not effectively utilized in the
industrial arts teacher education program.

Occasionally

professors of other institutions were invited to teach
short summer courses, usua·lly in the area of trade and in
dustrial education.

There was no evidence that the depart

ment attempted to engage industrial arts teachers who had
demonstrated high degrees of competency in secondary school
teaching to serve as special instructors.
The raters gave a score ·of four to the question . con

cerning the progress of staff members in obtaining advanced

degree s or improving techni cal competencies.

Two or the

professors held maste r ' s degrees, while the other professor
held only a B.

s.

degree.

No staff membe r indi cated that he

was working toward an advanced degree.
The curriculum--Area IV.

There were ten questions to

which raters responded in evaluating the industrial arts
teacher education curriculum.

An over-all rating of six was

given for this are a, which was an indication that more aspects
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of the ? urriculu� w�re · satisfactory than unsati � factory .
The composite rating is presented in Table XVII. ·

The industrial arts teacher education curriculum re

ceived high r�tings on six of the items listed on the rating _

sheet .

Gene·rally, the strengths of this area were attributed

to the variety of industrial arts subjects taught by other
departments, the levels of skill and manipulative work
achieved by the student, and the emphasis placed on require
ments for teaching specialties .
The industrial education curriculum was designed to
provide the student with a broad variety ot experiences .
To achieve this obje ctive, industrial education sub ject
matter courses were provided by each of six other depart
ments.

Students ma joring in industrial education were re

quired to take twelve semester hours in the Industrial En
gineering Department , eight . hours in the School of Archi
tecture, five hours in the Engineering Graphics Department,
four hours in the Elec trical Engineering Department , three

hours in the Ceramic Engineering Departmen t, and three hour. a
in the Textile Management Department. The Secondary Educa
tion Department provided the industrial education major

with eighteen hours in professional education courses and
twelve hours in industrial education courses .

The student

was allowed · to select twenty-one semester hours of approved
elect ives, six of which were in history .

A total of 144
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TABLE XVII

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY FOUR CLEMSON COLLEGE INDUSTRI AL ARTS
I NSTRUCTORS OF THE CURRICULUM OF THEIR I NDUSTRI AL
ARTS TEACHER EDUCATI O N PROGRAM
Item

Question

1.

How adequate is the variety of courses
offered by the department ?

2.

How effectively does the department intro
duce new processes and materials from
industry?

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Rating

4

Are departmental graduates prepared to
teach 1n more than one industrial arts
sub jects?

8

Do students achieve levels of skill in
m�nipulative work?

8

To what extent are students involved in
group pro jects? .

5

How satisfactory are provisions for en
riching experiences of students who are
already competent in one of the usual
industrial arts subjects?

4

How effectively does the ·department
demonstrate the importance of guidance?
a. Through conduct of staff ?
b. Through opportunities for student participation of guidance activities?
Is adequate emphasis placed on requirements
for teaching specialities?

6

5

8
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TABLE XVII ( continued )
Item
9.

Question

Rating

Is adequate emphas is placed on :
a. Professional industrial arts courses?
b . Total requirements for a major in
industrial arts?
c . Student te�ching?
d . Development of man ipulat�ve skills?
e . Principles or �ood design ?
r. Appropriate use of materials?

6
4
7
7
7

How satisfactorily does the department pre
pare teachers for typical t.each ing
positions in the service area?

6

10 .

Average rating for area
Note :

Rating Scale

Item not present in this department, does not
apply
1 - 2 All or nearly all aspects unsati sfactory
3 - 4 More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
5- 6 More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
7 - 8 Most aspect satisfactory
0

9 -10

Ne arly all or all a spe cts s a t i sfactory

6

6.0
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semeste.r hours were required for graduation with the degree
of Bachelor of Science.
The variety of e·ourses offered by the industrial edu

cation division was rated inadequate.

However, raters

� �reed that the variety of courses which industrial educa

tion majors took in other departments was adequate.

Since

these courses were not offered by the industrial education
division, the catalogue course numbers and titles were some
what mislead ing.
The industrial education division was given a rating
or four on its provisions for enriching experiences or stu
dents who were already competent in one of the usual indus
trial arts sub jects.

Students were seldom permitted to sub

stitute other courses for those required by the curriculum.
If substitutions were allowed, there would be a limited num
ber or suitable advanced courses available in each area.
Another question which received an unsatisfactory

�ating was concerned with the emphas is placed on student

teaching.

This question received a rating of four, and

was closely related to questions in the following section.
Student teaching--Area

y.

The instrument used to

evaluate the industrial arts teacher education program con
tained seven questions in the area of student teach ing.
Five of the seven questions received a rating of unsatis
factory , while other questions received ratings of five or
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s ix.

The evaluation of student teaching in the industrial

arts teacher education program at Clemson College is pre
sented in Table XVIII .

The selection of s. chools for student . teac· h ing assign

ments was sometimes d ictated by expediency.

The school

used for the student teach ing program did not employ an in
dustrial arts teacher.

Student teachers were requ ired to

conduct industrial arts classes for the ent ire f irst semes

ter after which other student teachers assumed the respons i
bilities dur ing the second semester . · · :The public school was
relieved or the responsibility of employing a half-time

teacher for these classes .
The senior h i gh school in wh ich student teach ing
assignments were made had an enrollment of ove_r eight

hundred students and was located w ith in five m iles of the
college campus .

Twenty boys were tak ing the industrial ·

arts course in wh ich mechanical drawing was the only sub
ject taught .

Vo cat ional trade courses we re ofrere d in the

h igh school curriculum, but student teachers were not
assigned to these courses . The trade and . industries

teacher acted as cr itic tea cher to the industrial arts stu
dent te achers.
Other h i gh schools in the immediate Clemson area d id
not offer industrial arts courses.

However , there �ere

several schools between twenty to th irty miles from the
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TABLE . XVIII

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY FOUR CLEMSON COLLEGE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
INSTRUCTORS OF THE STUDENT TEACHING PROGRAM OF THEIR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item
1.

2.

Que stion

How adequate ly are student s pre pare d - for
student teaching a s signments ?

Rating

How carefully are schools sele cte d for
student te aching as signments ?

3.

4.
5.

4

How ade quate is the varie ty of activitie s
expe rie nced by the stude nt teache rs?

4

Do student . te achers re ceive sufficient
guidance · from the department?

7.

3

How satisfactory is the supe rvision of
student teaching?

How adequate is the departme nt criteria for
admitting students to student teach ing
a s signme nts ?

6.

5

How satisfactory are provi sions · for
as sisting student �eacher s w ith special
proble ms aris ing from:
a. Te chnical qualifications ?
b . Social r·e lationships ?
c. Profe s sional relationships ?
d. Spe cial situations arising :rr·om
human b ehavior?
. .

Average rating for area
Note :
0

1- 2
3- 4
5- 6
7- 8
9-10

Rating Scale

Item not pre sent in this de partment, doe s
not apply
All or ne arly all aspe cts uns atisfactory
More aspe cts unsatisfactory than satisfactory
More a spects sati sfactory than unsatisfactory
Most aspe cts satisfactory
Ne arly all or all a spects s atisfactory

5
3

6

tt
4
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college campus which had desirable industrial arts programs.
Because of the limited industrial arts program in
the school at which student teacheI's were assigned, ·the
variety of activities experienced by student teachers was .
considered inadequ�te.

Another factor which influenced

this evaluation was that . student teachers taught senior high
school students only.
A rating of four was given to the questions per
�a;nin � to the supervision of student teachers and the pro

visions made fo r assisting them with special problems rela

tive to social and. professional relationships. The attention
of the reader is recalled to the fact that there was only
one full-time faculty member in the industrial education
divis ion who had the responsibility of supervising student
teach ing, teaching industrial education courses, and
teaching three secondary education courses.
One other area received an unsatisfactory rating
wh ich was probably due to the limited industrial education
staff.

A rating ·o r three was given to the question con-

cerning guidance offered to student teachers by the depart

mental advisor.

Certain guidance activities were provided

by the college, "'''but departmental guidance was considered
insufficient.

The over-all rating of Area V was 4 . 2 which indicated

that more aspects of .this area were unsatisfactory than
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satisfactory .

It was rated lower than any other area by

the four raters.

Student teaching was one of the a reas

which most desperately needed improvement.

Some of the

other areas , such as fac{iities and laboratories, were rated
as being more adequate.
Facilities and laboratories--Area VI .

The fa cilities

and laboratories section of the evaluati ve instrument con
tained five questions, one of which had twelve parts.

In

answering and ratin� the sixteen items, the raters gave an
..

over-all score of 5. 0 to this area .

Table XIX presents re-

sults of the combined ratings on .industrial arts facilities
and laboratories.
The in.dustrial education division maintained a com
prehensive general shop.

Other shop facilities and labora

tories were maintained by the Department of Industrial En
gineering, Electrical Engineering, Ceramic Engineering , and
Textile Management.
departments .

The evaluation did not include these

The comprehensive general shop maintained by

industrial education consisted of facilities for activities
in general woodworking, general metals, ceramics, foundry,

and general electr� c. tf.ty .

Each o.f the se activities was pro

vided on the unit shop basis in the departments listed
above.

The comprehensive general shop was designed to give

the prospective teachers laboratory experiences similar to
those required to teach in the public schools of the state.
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TABLE XIX

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY FOUR CLEMSON COLLEGE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
INSTRUCTORS OF THE FACILITIES AND LABORATORIES OF THEIR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item
1.

Question

Rating

How adequate are the offices and essential
furniture?

2.

How adequate are library materials for
student use?
How satisfactory are the · department teaching
aids?

3.

4.

How satisfactory is the condition of class
room· and shops in terms · or:
a. Furniture?
b. Condition and variety of machines and
tools?
c. Heating, lighting , and ventilation?
d. Housekeeping and general appearance?
e. Identification of safety zones?
f. First aid kits?
g. Number of exits?
h . Washing and drinking fountains?
1. Storage facilities?
j. Display cases and b ulletin boards?
k. Finishing rooms?
1. Necessary utilities?
How effective is the procedure for obtaining
necessary tools and supp lies?

5.

Avera�e rating for area
Note :

Rating Scale

Item not present in this department , does
not apply
1- 2 All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
3- 4 More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
5 - 6 More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
7- 8 Most aspects satisfactory
9-10 Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory
0

6

5

4
6

7

4

.l
6
8

7

tt2
6

4
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In rating the facilities and laboratories maintained
by the industrial ·e ducation division , rate rs indicated that
most aspects of the c6�dition of classrooms and shops in
te rms of variety and condition of machines and tools,

wa �hing and �rinking fountains , and numbe r of exits were
satisfactory .

The evaluation of the comprehensive gene ral shop re 
vealed unsatisfactory conditions in he ating, lighting ,
ventilation , house ke eping , safety zone s , storage facili
ties , display cases , finishing rooms , tool storage , and
teaching aids .

Plans were being made by the industrial e du

cation division to improve the se conditions, but at the time
of this writing no action had b e en taken to execute the
plans.

Howeve r , approximately $2500. 00 have be en allocate d

for this purpose.
C.

SUMMARY

The above section has prese nte d a composite rating
by four members of the Clemson College faculty .,' of the e f 
fective ness of the industrial arts te acher education pro

gram 1n that institution. · The · evalua·tive instrument use d

in obtaining ratings was de ve loped by the National Commit
te e on Accreditation of Industrial Arts Teache r Education
Programs , and is pre se nted in the Appendix.

By comparing

the rate rs ' answe rs to questions in the e valuative
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instrument with the prescribed standards for industrial arts
�eacher . e��cat1on prog� ams (presented in Chapter III ) , areas

of adequacy and inadequacy in the prog�am were identified .
Some of these areas, listed and grouped ac cording to the

major areas of the evaluative instrument, are presented be-

low.

Organization and Administration
Areas of adequa cy

1.

The improvement in the variety of courses

offered was most adequate.
2.

The departmental secretarial assistance was ade

3.

The department made adequate provisions for

quate.
staff members to visit other schools.

4.

The budget seemed to be adequate for th• present

level of operation.
Areas of inade quacy

1.

The industrial education division did not gradu

ate a sufficient number.1 of students to satisfy the demand
for industrial arts teachers in South Carolina public
schools .
2.

The department did not exer cise fully its free

dom to develop learning experiences through cooperation
with other departments, state officials, and curriculum com
mittees.

10 4

3.

There was only one full-time staff member in the

division of industrial education .

4.

· nuring the past five to ten years 1 very few

changes were made which improved the organization and ad
ministration in terms of objectives and purposes of indus
trial arts tea�her education.

5.

The multipurpose curriculum failed to distinguish

the difference between students majoring in industrial arts
and stud� nts majoring in trade and industrial education.
6.

Staff members of other departments taught too

many industrial arts sub ject matter courses.

Coordination

between staff members of the·se departments and the indus
trial ed�cation major professor was inadequate .

7.

Staff members seldom visited and studied publ ic

8.

The comprehensive general shop maintained by the

schools in the service area.
department did not provide adequately the variety of in

dustrial arts activities necessary in the preparation or

industrial arts teachers.

The department did not maintain

unit shops.
9.

There was no evidenced alertness for the need of

new courses to keep pace with the changing t imes.
Since the industrial . education program did not
have departmental status, the administration was provided
10.

by a department with major interests in areas other than

10 5

industrial . arts teacher education.
Student Personnel Program
Areas of adequacy

1.

Student records and tests results were· readily

available to department counselors .
Areas of inadequacy
1.

The industrial education staff did . not take part

in the student recruitment and orientation prograni .:
2.

Students were not carefully selected for the in

dustrial
arts teacher education program.
.
�.
' '

Admission to the

institution was the sole consideration for admission to the
program.
3.

Counseling services provided b y the ma jor ad

visor were inadequate.

4.

Student clubs and organizations designed to

stimulate
. professional growth were not adequately supported
.
.
and encouraged by the department.

5.

The extent to which students were encouraged to

assume responsibility for departmental activities such as
maintaining bulletin boards, libraries, and instructional

aids was inadequate.
6.

There was no effective program for releasing

news and ' information to students and graduates.

7 . The department did not maintain an adequate in

dividual file of cumulative information about each student
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classified as a major .

8.

The department did not make periodic follow-up

studies of the graduates.

9.

The provisions for continual evalua�ion of each

student accepted as a major were inadequate to facilitate
the selective retention of favorable candidates for teaching
positions.
The Faculty

Are as of adequacy

1�

The staff work load was satisfactory in terms of

the prescribed standards for the faculty or industrial arts
teacher � ducation programs.
2.

Th� quality of instruction given by graduate

fellows or student assistants was most satisfactory.
Areas of inadequacy
1.

Members of the administrative staff and those

teaching professional courses for industrial arts teachers
did not have an earned doctor's degree.
2.

The department did not utilize the services of

industrial arts teachers who had demonstrated high -·degrees

of competency in secondary school teachi.ng and me t required

standards for college teachers .
The Curriculum
Areas of adequacy
1.

The department was preparing prospective teachers
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to teach in more than one industrial arts subject area.
2.

The department provided the opportunity for stu

dents t ? . achieve levels of skill in man ipulative work.
3 • . . �ufficient emphasis was placed on r�quirements
for teaching specialties, development or manipulative

skills, principles of good design, and appropriate use of
materials.
Areas of inadequacy
1.

A wide var'iety of courses which devel'op indus

trial arts skills were not provided within the industrial
education department.
2.

Programs were not adequately adjusted for indus

trial arts students who were clearly competent , through in
dustrial work experience or similar activities , in one of
the usual industrial arts areas.
3.

Emphasis placed on student teaching was inade-

quate .
Student Teaching

Areas of adequacy

Since th� � student teaching phase of the industrial

arts teacher education program did not receive ratings

above six, no areas were identified as strengths of the program.

Areas of inadequacy

1.

The school in which student teaching assignments
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were made was probably selected on · the basis of opportunism .
There were other schools within the state which could pro
vide for desirable student teach ing exper iences .
2.

Supervision of student teaching was inadequate.

The variety � of activities experienced by the
student teachers was inadequate .
3.

4.

-Student teachers did not receive sufficient

5.

Student teachers did not receive sufficient

guidance from the supervisor of student teaching .
assistance with special problems arising from social rela
tionships, and human behavioral situations.
Facil ities and Laboratories
Areas of adequacy

1.

The variety and condition of machines and .tools

in the c ? mprehensive general shop were most satisfactory .
2.

The condition of classrooms and shops in terms

of washing and drinking fountains and number of exits was
adequate.

Areas of . inade quacy
l.

There was an inadequate supply or teaching aids

available for classroom use .
2.

The shop did not provide optimum thermal environ

3.

Housekeeping and general appearance of the shop

ment.
were not in keeping w ith good shop practices .
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Materials
storage facilities were inadequate •
..

The quantity and quality of display cases a
· nd
bulletin b oards were inadequate .
6.

The storage facilities for tools and supp_lies

were ina�eque.te .
7.
vided .

The shop wis too small for the activities pro

The layout did not conform with acceptable shop

layout practices.

CHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAM AT SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
A.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings
of the evaluation of ·the industrial arts teacher education
program at South Carolina State College.

The procedures and

organization employed in the previous chapter were employed
also in this chapter .

B.

SOUTH CAROLI NA STATE COLLEGE

The South Carolina General Assembly of 1896 enacted

statutes providing for the establishment of a normal, indus
�rial, _ agricultural, and mechanical college to provide
opportunities in higher education for the Negro youth of
the state.

The school officially opened in September, 1896,

with a small enrollment.

The physical plant and facilities

consisted of eight small buildings·, a small dairy herd, and
135 acres of land . 1
South Carolina State College provided twenty-seven

curriculums under the Schools of Agriculture and Home
1south Carolina State College , catalogue vol . XLIX .

(June, 1960 ) , 23 -26 .
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Economics
.
. , Arts and S c iences , Ed�cation , and Industrial Education.

In addition, it provided a School of Law , a School

of �r�du�te _ S � udie� , a Graduate Extension School , and a
��nlr!1�r School .

The college was approved b y the State ·De

P� �t�en� of �duca �ion , by the Southern Association of Col

leges. _ and _ �econdary Schools as a Class "A" institution, and
by the Association of American Colleges.
Including Summer School , the total enrollment of
South Carolina State College was about 34 00 in 1959-60 .
Approximately 110 of the students were enrolled - in the
School of Industrial Education .

Only nine students gradu

ated with industr ial arts teaching certificates during - that
year .
Under various titles, , the School of Industrial- Educa �
tion has operated continuously since the founding of the
college. · Titles of the school evolved from the Divis ion of
Mechanic Arts to the School of Engineering and Industrial

Educ ation , and r inal ly to the School or Industrial Educa
tion.

In 1958 the Board of Trustees decreed that no new

students may be enrolled to pursue curricula leading . to any
degree in engineering .

This enactment left the School of

Industrial Education with three are·as of specialization in
which students could obtain a bachelor of science degree.
Those areas were Industrial Arts Education, Vocational
Technical Teacher Education, and Technical Education .

1 12
,.,.,.

""' .. .. ....

-

The School
of Industrial · Educat ion stated its
.... .. .. .
...

functions and services as follows:

· The general function of the School of . Industrial
Education is to provide educational and· training
experiences in all phases · of industrial" educat. ion
above the secondary · · 1eve1 .· · " The s chool -also · ··servi·ces
other schools · or· ·the · ins titution � wi t1;t· �ape·c 1a1 � · · - -·
courses in dr iver :education, industrial " arts .ror ,;.. the
elementary·· te'acher, · household mechanic s, and ' leisure .
time·· activities and hobbies for students . .arid · .racult7.
Course s 1n · household mechanics· have special · appeal
for - students of a griculture, home economics, _ and . the
. . .
natural
sciences. 2
. .
The industrial . arts teacher education program at

South Carolina State College is discu�sed in the t6llowing
sections which present the results of an evaluation of that
program.
Methods and Procedures Used in the Evaluation

The researcher obta_ined permission from the adminis-

tration of the South Carolina State College to visit the

institution, interview members of the Industrial .Education

staff, and procure data needed for the study . · The Dean of

the S chool or Industrial Education pledged the cooperation ·
of his office and teaching staff to assist in · the procure

ment of data necessary for the study.

The standards and criteria used in the evaluation of
the industrial arts te·acher education program at South Caro

lina State College are presented respectively in Chapter III

and in the Appendix of this study .
2 Ibid. , p. 150.
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The _ � v ! lua � ; v� instrument was admin ;stered b� the

Dean a�� � ight . faculty members of the School �r Industria�
Education. During an interview with the Dean, each item in
the instrument was discussed and a rating was given for
each qu� stion · pertaining to the p�og�am .

Each staff mem

ber completed the instrument and returned it to the re
�! .� � c�e: duri�g _ a personal interview .

A composite of the

� ; ne .r9: �iz:,.gs was made in an attempt to obtain the collective
�1?-i1!-ki�g of p� rsons responsible for the industrial arts

teacher education program at State College.
Evaluation Findings

The composite rating is presented and discussed
briefly under the six ma jor headings:

organi zation and ad

ministration, the student personnel program, the faculty,
the cu � ri �ul�m, student teaching, and facilities and
laboratories .

The rating scale used with the evaluative

instrument appears also on the table following each . ma· jor
area rated.

The rater adapted the ten point progressive

scale to each que stion to indicate his estimate of how well

the department meets the prescribed standards.
Organization and administration--Area

l•

In re

sponding to the eleven questions about the organization and
administration or the · industrial arts teacher education pro
gram, raters indicated that more aspects were satisfactory
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than unsat isfactory.

Table XX presents composite rat ings

for ·Are a I . in the evaluation of the South Carolina State
� o�� e g� �rogram for the preparation of industrial arts
teachers.

The nine South Carolina State Colle ge industrial
arts instruc tors gave high ratings to five facets of the ir
industrial arts teacher educat ion program.

These face ts

were considered as definite strengths in · that program.

The department was rate d as being · most successful

; � e� �ab"lish ing its purposes in terms of service area needs

and in meeting those needs.

The adequa cy of the improvement in the variety of
courses offered and the . departmental organization was rated
as being most sat {sfactory .
Raters agreed that the de partment had kept informe_d
with · new developme nts in indus trial arts teacher education.
Questions receiving rat ings below five were con

s idere d as areas of inadequacy in the program.

Two ques

tions received low ratings and were included· in this cate ..

gory.

In relation to the alertness of the department to
the need for new courses, rate rs indicated that more
aspec ts were unsatisfactory than satisfac tory.

There had

been no courses deleted fro� �he industrial arts curri culum
during the past thre e years, and only minor changes were
made in the exi s t ing courses .

TABLE XX
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COMPOSITE RATINGS BY NINE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS OF THE ORGANIZATION
AND ADMINISTRATION OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Question
How successful is the department in
establishing its purpose in terms ·or
service area needs?
How · adequate is the improvement in :
a ; Variety or courses ottered?
b ; Departmental organization?
c. · Departmental administration?

Rating

7
7
8
6

How · successful is the department in:·
a . Meeting needs or the service area?
b; Offering speci�l courses?
c . Maintaining admission standards?

7
6

How alert is the department to the need
for new courses?

4

5

How e·ffectively has· the department planned
- �or �uture development of the program?
How satisfactory has the department kept
informed with new developments in in
dustrial arts teacher e ducation?

7

7.

How adequate i s the se ere tarial help for·
the department?

4

8.

How satisfact�ry are provisions for
visiting other schools?

6

9.

How adequate is the time reserved for
staff planning and/or research ?

6

6.

6
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TABLE XX (continued )
Item
�-�·

"

Question

Rating

..

10.

How � effec tively does the department staff
function'/

11.

How adequate is the depa�tment budget?
Average rating for area

Note:

Rating Scale

6. 0

Item not present in this department, does
. not apply
1 � 2 All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
3 - 4 More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
5 - 6 More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
7- 8 Most aspects satisfactory
9-10 Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory
0

11 7

Raters indicated that the secretarial assistance was
Tha r� w�s only � ne sectetary tor the _D�an � �
the School of Industrial Education and ten ·staff members .
! �adegu��e.

The Dean of the School of Industrial Education was
·responsible for administering the program of industrial
arts teacher education.

°

A ithough the school did not have

departments, it did provide three areas of specialization .
The professors in each of these areas were directly under
the supervision of the Dean, since there were no chairmen
or administrators equivalent to the department head.
.

.

One major change in the school during the past decade
was to eliminate all engineering curricula o

The engineering

equipment and facilities .became an asset to the industrial
..

arts teacher education program and were being used to provide rich experienc_es for the students .
The School of Industrial Education had eight staff
members who had industrial arts teaching responsibilities .

Only one proressor devoted £ull-t 1me to industr ial ar ts ac
tivities .

Other prores·sors taught a combination of indus

trial arts, te·c¥ical education, and vocational -technical

educ ation courses.

All industrial arts subject matter

courses were taught by these eight professors who were under
a single administrative unit .
Student personnel program--Area !I o

From sixteen

items concerning the student personnel program in industrial

arts te ·acher education, six were rated unsatisfactory.

The

over-all rating for Area II was 5. 0, which indicated that
m� re a � pects were satisfactory than unsatisfactory.

The re

sults of the composite rating are presented in Table XXI.
The facets of the student personnel program which re·

ceive� . �i �h ratings were those . concerning the availability
.
of records and tests results to departmental counselors,
-

�l

adequacy of counseling program, provisions for assuming stu
dent leadership
responsibilities, and enthusiasm with which
.�
...
..
students accept leadership responsibilities.
Student recruitment activ ities were limited almost
entire ; y to those conducted by the Registrar ' s Office.

Occasionally the School of Industrial Education learned of
potential candidates for the industrial arts teaching pro
fession from the state T. and I. teacher trainer and from
teachers in the · pub lic schools.

It seemed possible that

the latter source could become one of the most important

means or recruitment.

The School or Industrial Education did not maintain

admission _ s �andards to augment those established by the in

stitution·.

If a student gained . admission· to the institu-

tion, he was admitted to the industrial arts program with·r

.,.

•

out question.

Afte r the student was accepted , he receive d

conside rable guidance and counse-ling from members ·or the
Industrial Education staff.

This was the only method
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TABLE XXI

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY NINE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS OF THE STUDENT .PERSONNEL
PHASE OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item _

Question

Efating

1.

How adequate · is the · department recruitment
program!

4

2.

Are effective selection techniques used in
admitting capable students into the
teacher education curriculum?

4

3.

4.
5.
6.

Are adequate records and test results available to department counselors?

8

How satisfactory is the department c ounseling
program?

8

Are department organizations or c lubs well
organized and supported? -

4

How successfully do club activities stimulate ·
�ro �essional growth?

7 . Are opportunities provided for the more able

students to assume leadership responsibility
for departmental funct ions?

5
8

8.

How enthusiastically do students ass- ume
leadership responsibility for departmental
functions?

9.

How efficient is the department technique for
disseminating information to students?

4

10 .

Does the department �ake maximum use of news
letters by sending them to other staff and
community members?

2

7
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TABLE XXI (continued )
Item
11.

Question

Rating

How ade quate are facilities which encourage
stude nt use of typing and duplicating
equipment required ror thorough prepara
tion for teaching?

3

12.

How complete are de partmental records
concern1ng · e ach major?

13 .

How e ffective ly does the de partment utili ze
s�r�;c�s � of t�e �ollege placement office ?

7

14 .

o•

To what extent does the department continue
to assist majors after graduation?

3

15.

How e ffective is the de partme nt follow-up
program?

2

16.

How effective is the de partme nt program of
selective retention?

6

Average rating for area
Note :

Rating Scale

Ite m not present in this de partment, does
not apply
1 - 2 All or ne arly all aspects unsatisfactory
3 - 4 More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
5- 6 More aspe cts satisfactory than unsatisfactory
7.- 8 Most aspe cts . satisfactory
9 - 10 Nearly all or all aspects· satisfactory
0

*Not included in average rating for are a.
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employed which resulted in some degree of selectivity.
T �� stu �ent personnel program included only one club

which served students in the industrial arts teacher edu 
? � � �on _ � rogram.

This organization was composed of students

from each of the three areas of specialization in the
. *·.

•.

"Sc' hool of Industrial Education.

There was no student club

which existed exclusively. fo·r industrial arts students.
The School of Industrial Education did not provide
e ffective means for disseminating information to students
an � graduate s .

It also failed to show evidence that an ef

fort was made to assist students after graduation.

Allied

with these factors was the absence of a follow-up program .
A low rating was given to question eleven, which
referred to th� adequacy of departmental typing and dupli
cat ion equipment available for student use.

Students were

permitted to send materials for typing and duplicating to
the _ College Typtng Center.

They did not have the privilege

?� operating th is equipment and gaining experiences which

would be of great value to them as teachers in the public
schools.
The colle ge did not maintain a placement office to
assist students in securing a position after graduation.

The Registrar ' s Office and Guidance Office cooperated with
academic departments in giving some placement assistance to
students.

This did not appear to be as effective as the

Placement Office method of assisting students in getting de
sirable jobs .
The faculty--Area III.

The industrial arts teacher

·e�u ? � � ion faculty consisted of the Dean of the School of

Industrial Education , one associate professor , one assistant professor, and six ins tructors.

The Dean had · an Ed. D.

degree, the associate professor had a M . S. degree , and each
of the other staff members had a B • . s . degree .

Four of the

instructors stated that
they
were actively pursuing an ad.
.
!a��ed �egree or eng�ging in activities to improve their

technical competency.

High ratings were given to questions pertaining to
the staff's work load, technical competency , and efforts
toward improving technical competency.
The school did not employ graduate fellows or stu-.
dent assistants to aid the staff with the instructional
program .

Occasionally , guest lecturers were invited to aid

with the summer program.

These persons were selected on

the. . basis of recommendations
· by other institutions and
.
recommendations of the · rndustrial Education staff members
who had personal contact with prospective guest lecturers .
The extent to which visiting lecturers were used had de
clined somewhat during the past four years .
Area III received a low rating on the question of

how effectively the department utilized the services of
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outstanding teachers from the public schools of the state •
..,. .. ..,

I

I

,_

""'

�1 � . .�� s . �h� · only question in the major area that received
an unsatisfactory rating.

The ove r-all rating was

6.4 ,

which indicated that more aspects conce rning the faculty

�� ��� � atis��cto�y than unsatisfactory. · The result s of a

composite rating of Area III are presented in Tab le XXII.

-----·- - -

The cur�iculum- -Are a IV.

The industrial arts teacher

education curriculum provided a wide variety of courses
which developed several kinds o.f industrial arts skills.
Courses were offered in woodworking. machine · shO:P , forging,
household mechanics, auto me chanics, masonry , tailoring,
e- lectricity
, paintlng, mechanical drawing, and comprehensive
.
.
industrial
arts shop.
.
'

Students majoring in industrial arts

were required to take sixtee n credit hours of course s liste d
as industrial education, plus thirty -six credit hours of
re stricted electives.

They could elect additional c ourses

which develop skills in a certain combination of industrial
�:�s te�chi�g specialties.

Fifte en semester hours we re de

voted to professional industrial arts courses such as

methods and organization.

The raters gave Area IV an over-all rating of 6. 8,

which indicated that more aspects of the curriculum for in
dustrial arts teacher education were satisfactory than un

satisfactory.

The results of ratings of Area IV are pre

sented in Table XXIII, pages 12,5 -126.

TABLE XXII
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COMPOSITE RATINGS BY NINE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE IN
DUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS OF THE FACULTY OF THEIR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Que s t ion

Item
1.

2.

How s at i sfactori ly is the work load ot the
indus trial arts s tart ad justed in
re lation to :
a ; Normal college non-tea�hing dut ie s ?
b ; Maintenance of shops ?
c . Inventor7 and acqui s i t ion ot tools
and supplie s?
d . Reque sts to pertorm _ serv i ce s ot a
spe c ial nature tor the ins t i tution,

How effe c tive ly doe s the dep artment ut i l i ze
serv i ce s ot out s tanding teachers in the
area?

4.

,.

How sat i sfactory i s the te chni cal compe tency
of the total s tatr?

How rapidly are staff members working tor
advance degree s or improvement in the ir
te chni cal compe tency?

How satisfactory is the qual i ty of ins truction
given by graduate fellows or student
as s i s tant s 7

Rat ing

7
7
7

6

2

8
8
O*

Average rating for area
!2l!t

Rating Scale

0

Item not p�e sent in thi s department , doe s
no t apply
1- 2 All\ or ne arly all a spe cts unsati sfactory
3- 4 More aspe ct s uns ati sfactory than sati sfactory
,- 6 More a spe c t s sati sfactory than unsatisfactory
7 - 8 Mo st aspe ct s s at isfactory
9 - 10 Ne arly all or all a spe cts sati sfactory
*No t included 1n average rating for area .
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TABLE XXIII

COMPOSITE RATI NGS ·B Y NINE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
I NDUSTRI AL ARTS I NSTRUCTORS OF THE CURRICULUM OF THEIR
I NDUSTRIAL ARTS TEAC HER EDUCATIO N PROGRAM
Item

Question

Rating

1.

How adequate is the variety of courses
offered by the department?

8

2.

How effectively does the department intro
duce new processes and materials from
industry ?

4

Are departmental graduates prepared to
teach in more than one industrial arts
subject?

8

Do students achieve levels of skill in
manipulative work?

7

To what extent are students involved in
group projects?

6

How· satisfactory are provisions for en
riching experiences of students who are
already competent in one of the usual
industrial arts subjects?

5

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

How effectively does the department
demonstrate, the importance of guidance :
a . Through conduct of staff?
b . Through opportunities for · student
participation of guidance
activities?
�,

Is adequate emphasis .. placed on require
ments· for te aching specialties?

7

4
8

12 6

TABLE XXIII (coritlnued )
Item

Question

9. · Is adequate emphasis placed on :
a. Professional industrial arts courses?
b . Total requirements for a major in
industrial arts?
c. Student teaching?
d. Development of manipulative skills?
e. Principles of good design?
r . Appropriate use of materials?

10.

How satisfactorily does the department
prepare teachers for typical positions
in the service area?
Average rating for area

Note :

Rating

7
8
8
8
7
8
6

6. 8

-Rating Scale
0

1 :. 2

3- 4

5- 6
7- 8
9 -10

Item not present in this department, does
not apply
All or nearly all aspects· unsatisfactory
More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
Most aspects satisfactory
Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory
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. _ -�i �h ratings _ w�re given t? questions pertaining to
the variety of courses offered, the preparation or gradu
� � �s in mo�� than one industrial arts subject, provisions

for
to achieve levels of skill in manipulative
.. . - . students
.,
work , and demonstration of the importance of guidance
through conduct of staff.

Items eight and nine on the

rating sheet also received high ratings.
Low · ratings were given to questions two and seven

� o� c � � n ; n � the alertness of the staff toward introducing

new processes and materials from industry and the impor
tance placed upon guidance activities.

In an earlier sec

tion the staff also received an unsatisfactory .rating on
its ability to recognize the need for new courses.
Student teachers were not given adequate opportuni
ties to assume guidance responsibilities.

They were pro

vided some experiences in handling guidance problems during
their student teaching assignment.

These experiences did

� �� � ex� mplify those in public schools, since student

teach ing was performed in a campus laboratory schoql.
Student teaching--Area

y.

All or the industrial

arts seniors were assigned student teaching responsibili
ties in the departmental comprehensive general shop, with
students from a laboratory school.

These public school

students , who · were of the elementary and junior high school
age level, did not provide student teachers with experiences
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typical of those needed for public school teaching �
The professor in charge of the general industrial
arts shop also had the responsibility of supervising stu
dent ....teaching.
- - - �

He maintained very close supervision over

� �u �e�t _ t� �<?hers. . and emphasized the importance of th:orough

preparation.

A minimum of ninety clock hours of directed

t� ��hi�g was required to meet the state regulations for

certification.

With the exception of questions two and five, all
�?� st � ?�s � � �cerning· �he student teaching program received

high ratings .
._ .,...,

-

..

.

,,

The two inadequacies, as indicated by ·the

raters, were in the laboratory method of student teaching
and the criteria for admitting students to student teaching
assignments ( Table XXIV).

An over-all rating of 6. 2 was

given to the area of student teaching.
Facilities and laboratories- -Area· VI.

The evalua

tion of facilities and laboratories used in the industrial
arts teacher education program revealed that more aspects

of that area were unsatisfactory than satisfactory.

over-all rating was

The

4 . 9. Table XXV, page 130, presents the

results of a composite rating consisting of nine individual

ratings .
S ince the engineering curricula were eliminated ., a
variety of equipment was available for use with the indus
trial arts program.

This equipment was used to enrich the
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TABLE XXIV

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY NINE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS OF THE STUDENT TEACHING
PROGRAM OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAM
Item

Question ·

Rat ing

1.

How adequately are students prepared tor .
student teaching assignments?

2.

How carefully are schools selected for
student teaching assignments ?

l

How satisfactory is the supervision of
student teaching?

7

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

How adequate is the variety of activities
experienced by the student teachers?

How adequate is the department criteria for
admitting st�dents to student teaching
assignments?
Do � · student teachers receive sufficient
guidance from the department ?

How satisfactory are . provisions for assisting
student teachers with special problems
arising from :
a. Technical qualifications?
b. Social relationships?
c . Professional relationships ?
d . Special situations arising from
human behavior?
Average rating for area

Note :

8

7

4
7

7
7
7
7
6. 2

Rating Scale
o
Item not present in this department, does not
apply
1 - 2 All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
3 - 4 More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
5 - 6 More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
7- 8 Most aspects satisfactory
9 -10 Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory
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TABLE XXV

COMPOSITE RATINGS BY NINE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
INDUSTRIAL ARTS INSTRUCTORS OF THE FACILITIES AND
LABORATORIES OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
Question

Item
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

How adequate are the offices and essential
furniture'!

How · adequate are library materials for
student use?

How satisfactory are the department teaching
aids?
How satisfactory is the condition of class
rooms and shops in terms of :
a • ·Furniture ?
b ; Condition and variety of machines and tools?
c ; Heating, lighting, and ventilation ?
d ; Identification of safety zones?
e � Housekeeping and ge neral appearance?
f ; First aid kits?
g. Number of exits?
h ; Washing and drinking fountains?
1 ; Storage facilities?
j. Display cases and bulletin boards?
k � Finishing rooms?
1. Necessary utilities?

How errective i s the procedure ror · obtaining
necessary tools and supplies
Average rating for area

Note:

Rating
6

4
9

5
7

3

6

5
5

4
3

4

3.
2

5

7

4. 9

Rating Scale
0
1- 2

3- 4
5- 6
7- 8

9-10

Item not present in this department, does
not apply
All or nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
More aspects unsatisfactory than satisfactory
More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
Most aspects satisfactory
Nearly all or all aspects satisfactory
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existing industrial arts curriculum as well as to provide

practical laboratorie s for the technical e ducation curricu�
lum .

The re were ten shops and laboratories that provide d a

broad var ; e � � �f activities in which the student may develop

basic industrial arts skills.

The question concerning de partmental teaching aids re
ceived an _e �trem� �y high rating.

The condition and variety of machine s and tools , and

�?-! __.pro?e �ure tor obtaining necessary tools and supplie s were
rated as most satisfactory .
A low rating was given to ·the question conce rning the
ade quacy of library mate rials in the department.

The School

of Industrial Education did not maintain a library of cur
riculum materials available for student use .

Howeve r, most

staff members maintained pe rsonal libraries in their of8

...

...

...

.

... .

.

fices and fre quently made the se · available to select stu
de nts .

Low ratings were given also to are as concerning the

condition of shops and laboratories in terms· of he ating,
-

-

- :••

'

....

•

,J

•

.....

·�

-·

....

-

•

.,,

....

-

,..

lighting
, ve ntilation , first aid kits, washing and drinking
. �
..

...

'

.�

..

fountains, storage fac ilitie s, display cases, bulletin
boards, and finishing rooms .

He ating, lighting, and venti

lation were · e specially poor in the masonry laboratory.
finishing rooms in the woodshop and the comprehe nsive
ge ne ral shop were also in ve ry poor condition.

The

C.
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SUMMARY

The above section has presented a composite rating,

�y n;�e . memb,ers of the ·Industrial Educatf on· faculty, of the

� ff�ctiven� ss of the industrial arts teacher education pro �

�:�� _at _ S ��th Carolina State College. The evaluative in
strument used in obtaining ratings was developed by the
National Committee on Accreditation of Industrial Arts

Teacher
Education Programs, and is presented in the Appen .
.

dix.

By _ c?m� aring the raters' responses to questions in

the evaluative instrument with 'the prescribed standards for
industrial arts teacher education programs ( presented in
C�ap�er III ) , areas of ade �uacy and inadequacy were identi

fied.

Some of thes·e areas, listed under the ma jor headings

used in the evaluative instrument , are presented below.
Organization and. Administration
Areas of adequacy

1.

The department was suc ces sful in e s tablishing

its purposes in terms of service area needs and meeting
those needs .
2.

Improveme nt in the variety of courses offered

was adequate .
Areas of inadequacy
1.

Staff members were not allowed sufficient time

and were not encouraged to visit and study public schools in
the state .
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2.

Staff membe rs did not have sufficient clerical

3.

The ad� i � �s��ation was not sufficie �tly alert to

help.
the ne ed for new courses .

Student Personne l Program
A�eas of adequacy

The availability of records and tests re sults to

1.

�e p artment 9: � . counse lors and the counse.l ing program were
� ..
'

sat isfac�ory! _

prov.ided . for
the
more able
stu2 . ... .. .... Opportunities
..
....
.
..... . - ·�

dents to assume leadership responsibili t ies, and the en
thusiasm to which · students accept these responsibilities
were most satisfactory.

3 . De partmental records conce rning e ach major we re

- .-r

sat isfactory.
•. ,

Areas of inadequacy

l.

The School of Industr ial Rducation did not par-

2.

The School of Industrial Educ ation · did not s how

ticipate . ade quately in the student recruitment program .

evidence of care ful sele ction of students tor the indus
trial
arts te.acher e ducation
program.
.
.

Admission to the

institution was the sole consideration for admission to the
industrial arts curriculum.
3.

The re was no student club whi ch was exclusively

for industrial arts maj��s.

4.

1 34

The industrial arts · divis ion · did not have an ef-

f:! � � ; ve_ .Pr ?, gra�___ fo � . releasing ,news and information to stu-

dents and graduates .

5.

No . provisions were made for student use and

operatio·n o � t-r,pin � _ and duplica·ting equipment needed in the

�r

p rod�� tio�

!�� ; ���e�t s.

instructional materials and clas s· reports or
( Students could make · reque sts for typing

through the ·college Typing Center . )

6. · The industrial arts division failed to provide

adequate
assistance to ' majors after graduation .
... ··� . .. - ...

Less than

? . �er ce�t of th� gradua �es were v i s ited by a representa

t ive of �he school during their first year on the job .

The School of Industrial Educati·on did not en

7.

gage in an· effective follow_- up program .

!!!!. Faculty
Are as of adequacy

1.

The work load or the staff was most satis£actory.

3.

Staff members were working for adv�nced degrees

2.
quate.

The . technical competency of the star£ was ade

or improvement in their technical competency .
Areas of inadequacy
1.

Only two of the nine staff members in the School

or Industrial Education had a master ' s degree or above .
2.

The School of Industrial Education did not

utilize the · services or industrial arts teachers who had
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demonstrated high degrees or competency in secondary school

teaching and met required standards for college teachers .
The Curriculum
Areas of adequacy
1.

The· variety of courses offered was most satis

factory .
2.

Graduates were prepared to teach in more than

one industrial arts s ub ject .

3.

Adequate emphasis was placed on requirements for

t·e-· aching
special ties , professional industrial arts courses,
- .

student
teaching,
deve
lopment or manipulative skills, prin.. .
...
... �

·. -

..,,

,,.,

ciples of good design, and appropriate use of materials .
Areas of inadequacy

1.

Curriculum activities did not provide for ex

periences that lead to an understanding of good guidance
principles .
2.

Provisions were not made for enriching experi

ences of s·tudents · who were already competent in one of the
usual industrial arts subjects .

3.

The department did not effectively introduce new

processes and materials from indus try.
Student Teaching

Areas of adequacy
1.

Students were prepared for stude nt teaching
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assignments.
2.
factory .

The supervision of s tudent teachers was satis 

3.

Stude nt teachers received sutticient guidance

4.

Provis ions tor assis ting student teachers with

from the department.
spec�al -pro� lems were adequate .
Are as

1.

5?..f. inadequacy

Student teachers did not gain experience in public

school t � aohing .
2.

3.

The critic teacher did not hold a master's de gree.
Student teachers were working with elementary

and junior high s chool level classe"s only.

4�

Student teachers were not participating in all of

the activities expected or a' fully qualified industrial arts
teacher.

Facilities and Laboratories
----Areas S!!_ adequacy

1.

Nearly all aspects or the de partmental teaching

aids were ·s atisfactor1 .
2.

The condition and variety ot machines and tools

were satis tactor1.

3 . The procedure tor obtaining necessary tools and

supplies was adequate �

Areas of inadequacy
1.
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The school did not ·maintain a library of cur

ri culum materials for student use.
kits.

2.

The shops were not maintaining adequate first aid

3.

He� ting, lighting, and ventilation were inadequate

4.

Shops d id not provide adequate washing facilities

5.

S�?r � �� - �a ? ilities for supplies, projects, and

6.

Shops did not provide adequate student locker

in four shops.
and drin �ing fountains .
tools were inadequate.
facilities .

7.

The finishing rooms in the woodshop and compre

hensive general shop were inadequate .

CHAPTER VI
·sUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
A,

INTRODUCTION

The purpose or this study was to evaluate the indus•

trial arts teacher education programs in South Carolina col;�g� s.

I

In achieving the purpose or this study, a state

wide s��!ey of personnel needs for high school industrial
arts programs was made.

Standards and evaluative criteria

for industrial arts teacher education programs

were identi

fied and �pplied to the industrial arts teacher education

programs at Clemson College and South C arolina State College.
Areas in which improvement was needed were identified
through analy ses or data obtained from the state-wide sur
vey and the evaluation of industrial arts teacher education
programs.
This chapter is devoted to a summary of the study

and to such implications as appear pertinent to the indus 
trial arts teacher education programs at Clemson College and
South Carolina State College.

B.

SUMMARY

.
The main objective or Chapter II was to determine
the personnel needs for industri al arts programs in South
Carolina high schools.

Two questionnaires were developed,·
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one designed for high school principals and the other for
high school industrial arts teachers.

These questionnaire s

were mailed to· all or the principals and industrial arts
1n �h� 418 high schools 1:1 South Carolina.
� � 8:chers
.

Re

turns were submitte d by 266 principals and 109 industrial
arts te achers .
Some of the findings which seemed to have signifi
cance for the industrial · arts teacher e ducation programs in
South Ca�olina � olleges were as follows:

1·.· Indu.strial arts programs were provided by high

schools with enrollments which excee de d four hundre d stu
dents.

Schools with less than four hundred students usually

did not have industrial arts programs or experience d diffi
culty in _ providing them.
2.

H. 1 gh s chool industrial arts programs generally

cons iste d of only one teacher who was responsible for
teaching ge neral shop, woodworking, and drawing course s in
grades n�ne through e leve n.

3.

High school principals colle ctively anticipated

the ne e d for approximate ly fifty new industrial arts

teachers ·during the 1961-62 school term.

However, slightly

more than 70 per cent of the schools which had industrial
arts programs ind icate d that the y planne d to continue with
the same program during the next three to five years.

4.

About 60 pe r cent of the high schools did not

provide industri al arts courses because the schools were
too small or qualified industrial arts teachers could not
be obtained .

The expressed difficulty in obtaining quali

fied teachers was indicative of ·a shortage of ·teachers in

this field .
A majority of the high schools with enrollments
of four hundred or above which did not have industrial arts
indicated that they would initiate programs if qualified in
dustrial arts teachers were available.
6.

Orie out of every five high schools in the state

had industrial arts facilities which were not being used .
Most of these schools indicated that the facilities would be
used if qualified teachers were available.

7.

Slightly more than 71 per cent of the industria l

arts �� ! �h � rs wh? �eturned questionnaires had graduated

w ;�� ma jors in Industrial Education at Clemson C�llege or
South Carolina State College.
8.

Almost one-fourth of the high school industrial

arts teachers failed to meet the state minimum requirements

for certification
as industrial arts t·eachers.
.
9.

Almost one -half of the industrial arts teachers

were not actively engaged in activities which they felt con

tributed to the improvement of their professional or tech
1

nical competencies.
10.

Courses in woodworking, drawing, and general

shop were taught most frequently in the high school indus
trial arts programs.

Woodworking appeared to be over

courses in .. electricity,
plastics , ceramics,
emphasized,
.
.....
- ... ... while
.
"" .

"'

'

'

�� ne�al � me � als, machine shop , �utomotive �echa� ics, textiles,

and graphic arts seemed to be under-emphasized.
11.

Slightly more than one-half of the industrial

arts teachers devoted full-time to industrial arts courses,
and one-fourth taught vocational subjects in addition to
industrial arts.

Chapter III was devoted to a description of the de

velopment of standards and evaluative criteria for indus
� ria� arts �eacher education programs.

The standards, de

veloped by the National Committee on Accreditation of In
dustrial Arts Teacher Education Programs, are presented in
Chapter III , and the evaluative criteria developed by the
same organization are presented in the Appendix.
The standards and criteria were used in evaluating
the industrial arts teacher education programs at Clemson

College and South Carolina State College.

Chapters IV and

V presented
reports of the evaluation in each of the in.
.

stitutions , and identified some are as of adequacy and in
a�equacy in the Clemson College program and the South Caro

lina State College program, respectively.

Some of the major area·s of adequacy identified in
the industrial arts teacher education program at Clemson
College were as follows :
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1.

The variety of courses offered was most satis

factory .
2.

Adequate provisions were made for staff membe rs

to visit other s chools.
3.

The de partmental budget was sufficie nt for the

4.

Student re c6rds and tests resrilts we re readily

5.

The staff work load was satisfactory in terms of

present level of operation �

available to de partment counselors.
the prescribe d standards tor the faculty of .industrial arts·
te acher �dueation _ programs.
6 . , The de partment was preparing prospe ctive teachers

'

.

to teach in more than one industrial arts subject are a.

7 . Sufficient e mphasis was placed on deve lopme nt of

manipulative skills, principles of good design, and appro- .
priate use of materials.
8.

The variety and condition of machines and tools

in the comprehe nsive general shop we re satisfactory._

Some of the ma jor areas of inade quacy identified in

the industrial arts teacher e ducation program at Clemson
Colle ge � ere as follows :
1.

The industrial e ducation division did not gradu

ate a sufficient number or prospe ctive teachers to satisfy
the de mands for industrial arts te ache rs in South Carolina
public schools .

2.
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The division did not have · departmental status,

and had ? nly one full-time staff member.
3.

Enrollment in the industrial education curricu

4.

There was poor coordination between the indus 

lum decr� ased _ by 59 · per cent during the 1950 -60 decade.
trial education
division and other departments.It,
.
"

5.

There was no evidenced alertness for the need of

6�

The industrial education division was not par

new courses to keep pace with the changing times.
� icipatin � satisfactorily in the student · recruitment and

orientation program.
7.

There was no effective program ·for releasing

news and information to students and graduates.
8.

There was no evidence that the divisi on eng�ged

in periodic
. . follow-up studies of the graduates. ·
9.

Members of the adm inistrative staff and those
teaching professional . courses for industriai arts teachers
did not have earned doctor's degrees.

10 .

The industrial education curriculum was not pro

�iding an adequate variety of industrial arts - sub ject

matter courses within the division.

Provisions were not . made to adjust the program
of students who are clearly competent in one of the indus
ll.

trial arts skills.
12.

There was a lack of emphasis placed on the im

portance of student teaching.
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The _ s ? hool in which s � udent teaching assignments
were made did not provide an adequate high school indus
13 .

trial arts program.
quate.

14. The supervision of student -teaching was inade

15.

Student teachers were not provided sufficient

�uidance and assistance with special problems arising from

social relationships, professional relationships, and dis
ciplinary situations.
16.

The supply of teaching aids available for class

room use was inadequate.
17.

The comprehensive general shop, which was too

small for the activities provided, had inadequate storage
facilities for tools, materials , and student projects ,
18.

The unit shops were . under - the administration and
supe.rvision of other departments in the college.
Some of the major areas of adequacy identified in
the industrial arts teacher education program at South Caro

lina State College were as £allows :

1.

The department was successful in establishing

its purposes in terms of service area needs and meeting
those needs.
2.

The availability of records and tests results to

departmental counselors was adequate.
3.

Departmental records concerning each major were

satisfactory .

4.
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Opportunities provided for the more able stu

dents to assume leadership responsibilities in departmental
functions were . most satisfactory.

5.

The work load of the staff w�s adequate in terms

of the prescribed standards for the faculty of industrial
arts teacher education programs.
6.

The technical competency· of the · staff was satis

factory.

7.

Staff members were working for advanced degrees

8.

The variety of courses offered was adequate .

9.

Adequate emphasis was placed on professional in

or improvement of their technical compete ncy.

dustrial arts courses, student teaching, development of

manipulative skills, principles of good design, and appro
priate use of materials.
10 • . Students were prepared for student teaching .

assignments.
11.

The supervis ion of s tudent tea chers w a s s at i s

12.

Provis ions for assisting student teachers with

factory.

special problems were adequate.
13 .

Nearly all aspects of the departmental teaching

aids were satisfactory , ·

14 . The condition and variety of machines and tools

were adequate.
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Some of the major areas of inadequacy identified in
the industrial arts teacher education program at South Caro
lina State College were as follows:
1.

Industrial education staff members were neither

allo� ed sufficient time nor encouraged to visit and study

public schools in the state .
2.

Staff members were not sufficiently provided

with clerical assis tance ,

3.

The School of Industrial Education was not par

4.

There was no student club which was exclusively

5.

There was no e ffective program ·for releasing ·

6.

The industrial arts staff was not providing ade

ticipating in a:n effi cient student recruitment program.
for industrial arts majors.
news and information to students and graduates.
quate assistance to majors after graduation.

7.

The School · of Industrial Education did . not en

8.

Only two out of nine faculty members held

9.

Provisions wer� not made for enriching experi

gage in an effective follow-up program.
master's degrees or above,

ences of students who are already competent in one of the
usual industrial arts subjects.
10 .

The staff was not effectively introducing new

processes and materials from industry.
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11.

Studerit teaching experiences were limited to the

campus laboratory school.
12.

The critic teacher in the student teaching ·pro

gram d id not possess a mast�r's degree.

13.

Student teachers were teaching elementary and

14 .

The School of Industrial Education was not main�

junior high school pup ils . only.
taining a library of curriculum materials for student use.
15 • . Heating, lighting, and ventilation in the shops
were inadequate.
16.

Storage space p�ovided for s upplies, tools, and

projects was inadequate.

17.

Student locker facilities, ·washing facilities, .

and drinking fountains were inadequate .
18.

Finishing rooms in the woodshop and the compre

hensive general shop were inad�quate.

C.

IMPLICATIONS

Implications as appear pertinent to the industrial
arts teacher education programs at Clemson Col lege and
South Carolina State College were based on (1) an analysis
or an evaluation or each program, (2) an analysis of
findings from a state�wide survey of industrial arts pro�·

.

grams in the public high schools, (J) the writer's inter
pretation of evaluation and survey findings, · and (4 ) the
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standards for industrial arts teacher e ducation p � ograms,

develope d by the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher

Education.

In some instances the writer deviate d from the

prescribed standards to present implications concerning
those aspects peculiar to the program be ing evaluate d.

How 

eve.r, these de viations provided implications wbich were con

sistent with modern tre nds in industrial arts· te acher educa
tion programs.
Organization and Administration
Cle mson Colle ge.

The administrative structure of

the existing program of industrial arts teache r education
�h�uld � e re � r �anize �.

In part, this re organization prob

ably sh ould include the e stablishment of a department of
Industrial Education which would provide a curriculum in
each of thre e areas of spe cialization - -industrial arts e du
cation, trade and industrial education,· and technical educa
tion.

A multi-purpose program of this type would re qu ire

at le ast three staff me mbers.

Each specialization area

should have a minimum of one staff me mber who has compe 
tencie s in that are a.

Industrial arts subject matter course s which were
offered by other departments but were taught primarily f or
the benefit of industrial arts stude nts should be trans
ferre d to the Industrial Education Departme nt.

Specifically,
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this would include about six courses which were listed as
industrial arts but were administered by the Industrial En
gineering department.

Two professors who shared the

teaching responsibilities of these courses should be trans
ferred also.

Shop facilities used with these courses should

be under the administration of Industrial Education.

The

utilization of other facilities common to both Industrial
Engineering and Industrial Education departments should be
coordinated by department heads and staffs.
The Industrial Education depa rtment head and staff
should develop attitudes of cooperativeness toward other
departmental staffs, state officials, and curriculum com
mittees.

Staff members should be encouraged to visit other

departments on the campus and coord inate industrial arts
courses with the related activities in those departments.
This could furnish an excellent means for promoting better
relations among departments.

The Industrial Education De

partme nt should provide opportuniti es for its staff members
to participate in cooperative activitie s and research
projects undertaken jointly with other departments.
The department should improve its working relat ion
ship with the officials 'o f the State Department of Educa
tion .

There should be full cooperation between the depart

ment and offices of the State Supervisor of Trade and Indus
trial Education and the Director of the Division of Teacher
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Education and Certification.

Through this re lationship the

teacher education program would have a voice in improving
teacher certification requirements and the State Department
of Education could assist in the de·velopment of curricular
changes in the teacher education program.

These relation

ships·- seem- to be necessary elements 1n the promotion of
growth and improvement of industrial arts educ·ation in the
state.
Members of the Industrial Education staff should
take an active part in curriculum planning and development
within the department and the school.

Examination and

evaluation of the curriculum must be carried on continuously
if the program is to make progress toward achieving the pre
scribed standards and toward keeping abreast with changing
times.
The findings of a state-wide survey of industrial
arts programs in the publ ic high s chools (Chapter II) sug
gests that the Clemson teacher education program did not
provide a sufficient number of industrial arts teachers.
There are possib ly numerous. reasons why this shortage of
qualified teachers exists.

This s tudy ·was concerned with

only those reasons which were d irectly relat�d to the organ
i zation and administration of the industrial arts teacher
education program.

The student enrollment in industrial

education continuously decreased during the past ten years
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while the demand tor industrial arts teachers steadily increased.

This diminishing enrollment could be due to an

evidenced lack . of interest and support by the administration
and the departmental start.

These two factors, over a period

of several years, could be detrimental to any program re
gardless of its worthiness.

Generally,· students will avoid

majoring in a department which is wea:k\'in faculty, curricu

lum, . facilities, and reputation. · Through a · 1ack of interest
and support these weaknesses seem to be inevitable.
With an increasing demand for qualified industrial

arts teachers and with an improve d teacher education program,
student enrollment in industrial arts will most likely begin
to increase.

Some other factors which have an effect upon

enrollment are presented in the sections of this chapter per
taining to the student program, the currtculum, . and facili
ties and laboratories.
South Carolina State College.

The organizational

structure of the School of Industrial Education appeared to
be one of the strengths of the industrial arts teacher edu
cation program at South Carolina College.

One change ·in

that structure which might further strengthen the program
would be to appoint a director or chairman for the indus
trial arts division.

This position would be similar to

that of department head.

His major responsibilities would

be to coordinate, supervise, and perform the administrative
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functions of the activities involved in this division.
The administration should make provisions for, and
encourage staff members to visit and study public schools
in the state and nearby colleges and universities.

Budget

ary modifications and sufficient time allotments should be
provided for visits and studies.
Another apparent need in the area of organization
and administration was adequate clerical assistance for
staff members.

The staff should be provided with suffici 

ent clerical help to facilitate course planning, prepara
tion of instructional materials, and the meeting of neces
sary correspondence obligations.

The number of additional

secretaries n�eded should be determined by the adminis
trator in cooperation with his staff.
The administration and staff should become more
alert to the need for new courses and the need for revising
old courses.

In this era of rapidly changing times, needs

in industrial education are continuously changing with the
changing needs of society and industry.

Industrial arts

teacher educators should make every effort to keep abreast
w 1th the industrial advances in materials, tools, and
processes for the purpose of adequately preparing future
teachers for the tasks of tomorrow.

An improvement in

staff members' alertness for needed changes in the program
may b e attained through encouragement by the administration .

The School of Industrial Education should develop
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the practice of continual self-examination for the purpose
of improving all phases of the total program.

This would

require organizing study committees for the various facets

?f the program . The industrial arts division could use the

standar �s and criteria developed by the . American Council on

Industrial Arts Teacher Education as a basis for self-study.
Student Pe rsonnel Program
Clemson College.

Evaluation results ind icated that

more aspects of the student personnel program were unsatis
factory than satisfactory.

An analysis of the findings of

this part of the evaluation suggests several activities
which would strengthen this phase of the industrial arts
teacher education program at Clemson College.
The Industrial Education Department most urgently
needs to begin direct student recruitment activities.

The

present enrollment was entirely too low to provide a suffi

cient number of industrial arts teachers to meet the public

high school demands.

An immediate increase in enrollment

may be obtained through effective use of recruitment activi
ties .

Some of the activities in which the department should

participate are as follows :
1.

The department should develop an attractive

brochure which could be used with the recruitment program

of the institution.

2.
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The departmental staff should make an e.ffort to

v isit as many active industrial arts teachers as possible
and to develop a relat ionship in which reciprocal assistance
could be given.

These · h igh school teachers could be one of

the most effective recruiting agencies for the department.

3.

The department should periodically send a news

letter to all industrial arts teachers in the state .

Th is

would help renew the bonds between the teacher and the de
pa�tmen � .of I�dustrial Education.

Requests could be made

for assistance in recruiting prospective students .

4.

The department should send each high school

counselor
- a packet which would include complete information
about the Industrial Education program at Clemson.

5.

The department should take part in an effect ive

6.

The departmental staff should work closely with

orientation program.
the college freshmen counselors.
7.

The department should develop crite�ia for use

in selecting students for the program.

Admission to the

institution should not be the sole consideration for ad
mission to industr ial arts teacher education.
The student personnel program needs improvement in
the area of counseling services .

At the time of the evalu

ation the industrial education d ivis ion had only one full
time faculty member .

There should be three or four staff

members to share the counseling responsibilities.

These
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staff members should exhibit an attitude of p·ermissiveness
in relation to the counseling servic es which they render.
Generally , students will not seek assistance from pro
fessors who display an attitude of disinterest or non
permissiveness.
An effort should be made to develop a departmental
library whi ch would readily provide students with technical
and professional references.

With proper support and ·en

couragement, the student club could assist with the de
velopment and maintenance of this library.

Students should

be encouraged to · assume departmental responsibiliti es such

as maintaining bulletin boards, library, and instructional
aids.

A file of cumulative information about each student
majoring in industrial education should be maintained by
the department.

The Registrar ' s Office maintains the of

r icial cumulative record f ile on each student, but thi s
does not always contain the information desired by the de
partment nor is it conveniently located.
The department should make periodic follow-up studies
of graduates of industrial education .

A cumulative file

containing the permanent address of each graduate would
make this task much easier.

Follow-up studies would pro

vide the department with information which could be most
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valuable in directing future changes in the program .

It is

essential that the department utilize every possible re
source in developing plans for the future .
The department· should provide for continual evalua
tion of each student accepted as a major.

The staff is fre

quently requested to recommend graduates for teaching posi
tions, not only in public s chools, but in industry and col
leges .

If these recommendations are to be of any value they

should be based upon continual evaluation of the student's
performance over a period of time.
South Carolina State College.

An evaluation of the

student perso�nel program in the School of Industrial Edu
cation revealed several inadequacies, most of which needed
immediate attention.

A committee should be appointed to

study this phase of the program for the purpose of providing
recommendations for improvement.
The School of Industrial Education should begin a
program of direct student recruitment a ctivities.
these a ctivities should include :

Some of

( 1 ) the use of attra ctive

and effective brochures,- (2 ) obtain_ing the assistan ce of

high school industrial arts teachers in identifying poten
tial students, (3 ) cooperating with organizations which
assist youth in selecting vocations, ( 4 ) participation in
the college orientation and guidance program, and (5 )
selecting students for admission on the basis of written
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criteria whi ch are designed to identify those who are best
qualified.

Participation.in these activities should allevi

ate the problem of decreasing student enrollment.

The administration and staff should encourage and
support students in organizing a club exclusively for in
dustrial arts majors .

Through this club students could

assume departmental responsibilities su ch as maintaining
bulletin boards, libraries, and instructional aids.

Club

activities could provide the student with experiences which
are invaluable in their educational and professional growth.
The school should develop an effective program for
releasing news and information to students and graduates.
A periodic newsletter mailed to industrial arts teachers of
the state could assist in the student recruitment program.
A weekly bulletin· could provide an exce·11ent means f'or the
dissemination of news and information to campus students .
This bulletin could be posted on bulletin boards throughout
the school if budget funds we re not sufficie nt to provide
for individual distribution·.
Typing and duplicating equipment should be provided
f'or student use and operation.

In addition to learning how

to operate this equipment, the student should learn and use
the most effective methods of preparing instructional ma
terials and class reports or assignments .

The College

. Typing Center does not provide the student with these essen
tial learning experiences.
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The school should e ngage in an .effe ctive follow-up
program, which would include such activi ties as visi ting
each graduate at least once during his first year on the
job, assisting gra�uates with problems, and conducting
pe riodic follow-up studies on graduates .

An e ffective

follow-up program could provide invaluable . information for
improving the organization and administration, the student
pe rsonnel program, the curriculum, the student teaching pro
gram, and the facilities.
The Faculty
Clemson College .

Members or the. administrativ:e

staff and those teaching professional course s for industrial
arts teachers should have an earne d doctor ' s degre e.

Each

me mb e r or the industrial e ducation staff should have at
least a master ' s degree in education with a specialty in in
dustrial arts or industrial education.
Industrial arts teachers who have de monstrated high
'

�

degree s of competency in se condary school teaching and me et
required standards for colle ge teachers should be invited to
serve as spe cial instructors whenever fe asib �e .

These

teache rs should assis't with the summer program for indus
trial arts teachers who are intere sted in professional im
provement.

Undergraduate students could profit immensely

b y taking courses unde r these e xperienced industrial arts
te achers .

South Carolina State College .
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The Dean of the School

of Industrial Education had an Ed. D . degree, one faculty mem
ber had a M.S. degree, and each of the other faculty members
had a B . S. degree.

The administration should continue to

encourage the staff to obtain at least a M . S. degree in
their area of specialization .

Those responsible for teaching

professional courses for industrial arts teachers should have
an earned doctor's degree.

An effort should be made to at

tain these standards .
The School of Industrial Education should utilize
the services of industrial arts teachers who have demon
strated high degrees of competency in secondary school
teaching and meet required standards for college teachers .
These teachers should be invited to serve as special in
structors whenever feasible.

They could teach special

courses during the summer program or serve as visiting in
structors wh ile members of the staff are pursuing full
time graduate work .
The Curriculum
Clemson College .

The industrial education curricu

lum at Clemson College was designed to prqvide the student
with a broad variety of experiences in four different
schools.

About thirty-five semester hours of required in

dustrial education sub ject matter courses were taught by
departments in other schools.

Industrial education majors
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were required to take only twelve hours of course work in
the industrial education division .

However, they were

allowed to select twenty-one hours of approved electives,
six of which must be in history.

With the present organi

zational stru cture of the industrial education division ,
this curriculum was possibly the greatest strength in the
total program .

The student ' s experiences would be entirely

too narrow if one professor attempte� to teach all of the
industrial education subject matter courses .
The reorganization mentioned in an earlier section
of this chapter would require certain curriculum changes.
One of the major changes would be to develop a curriculum
for each of the specialization areas .

Each curriculum

should be sufficiently flexible to allow for student indi
vidual differences, goals, and purposes ; yet, it should be
sufficiently rigid to provide students with the opportunity
to gain theories, knowledge, and skills needed in acquiring
the desired competencies .

The industrial arts teacher education curriculum

should be composed of three major divisions--general educa
tion, professional education , and industrial a�ts sub ject
'
matter preparation . The industrial education staff should

investigate the general education division for the purpose
of making future curriculum changes .

Presently, general

education courses (humanities, social science, communications , mathematics g science, and similar courses) occupy
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about one-half of the student's timeo

As changes are made

in the professional education division and in the industrial
arts subject matter preparation area g adjustments may be re
quired in the general education division o
The learning experiences in the professional education
division should be designed to develop the student's under
� � anding of education and to develop the professional com

petencies necessary for a successful teacher.

Included

should be such courses as philosophy, · educational psychology,
school administration, and the broad ·area of methods.

An

investigation of the education and industrial e ducation cur
ricula revealed that courses in philosophy and school admin
istration were not offered on the undergraduate level.

The

graduate program included two courses which combined philos
ophy with the history of education and industrial education.
These were the only philosophy courses offered in the entire
college curriculum.
The department of Industrial Education should offe r
undergraduate courses in guidance, philosophy, and public
school administration .

Courses of this type are essential

in providing a desirable professional education for prospec
tive teachers.
The industrial arts teacher should be qualified as a
teacher and as a craftsman.

As a teacher he should have

the general and professional education required of all other
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teachers.

.•

As ·'a craftsman he should possess t he mechanical

skill required to demonstrate all of the craft and mechani
c
· al skills he expects s tudents to learn .

He may acquire

these ski1ls by . taking courses in the industrial arts subject
matter area o�

!�

effi �ient teacher education program.

The Clemson . Ind�strial Education Department provided
courses which were considered a part of the tnonly.. two
-...

..

··•

dustrial
arts
subject matter area.
"'
...
...

All o ther· industrial

arts subject matter courses were provtded by various �ep�rt .
It is desirable for other
ments throughout the college.
departments to offer· some ot these courses but the Industrial
Education Department should provide most of them.

C ourses

which furnish experiences in the foundations, the ories, and
methods necessary £or successful teaching should be a func
ti on· of the department.
The staff should develop and maintain proficiency
tests in each of the major areas of industrial arts for the

purpose of ident ifying students whose levels of' achievement
are b·eyond · that required by the basic c ourses of those
areas.

The program of these students should be adjusted to

provide a more �dvanced phase of study in the area con
cerned.

Authorization for t his type of program adjustment

should be included in the �ritten departmental policies.
Curriculum development is a continual process and

should be approached from that point · of view.

The
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department should strive for curriculum changes which would

better prepare the industrial ·arts teacher to cope with the
problems or our changing industry and society.

High school

teachers should be prepared to perform adequately the tasks
currently demanded and also to perform in an acceptable way
five, ten, or more years in the future.

This means that the

college staff should be making studies which present an in
telligent prediction of how the future teacher must be pre
pared.

I f teacher education programs wait until society de

mands changes it is too late.

By the time changes are made

and their effects realized, new change s will be in demand.
The state-wide survey of industrial arts programs re
vealed that almost one-half of the teachers were not making
an er'fort toward professional_ improvement.

This may be due

to the unavailability of industrial arts courses, because
Clemson did not provide an extension or evening school for
these teachers.

However,
there were some late afternoon
I

classes which served teachers in the imme diate locale but
were not de sirable for those who live further than con
venient commuting distances from the campus.

The Indus

trial Education Department should consider seriously of
fering an evening program to provide courses tor in-service
industrial arts teachers who live within reasonable com
muting distances of the college .

This would give about one

fourth of the state's teachers an opportunity for profes
sional improvement.
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The
summer
program presently offered for industrial
.
arts teachers apparently emphasized vocational education.
The program should provide industrial arts courses . for in

dustrial arts teachers and vocational courses for trade and
industries teachers.

In most . or · the courses, the subject

content should be revised and brought up- io-aate.
The area of curriculum should be placed under con
tinuous scrutiny by the departmental staff for the purpose
of planning and developing curricula which would · meet the

demands of changing times.

If the objective of this pro 

gram is to prepare students adequate ly for successful
teaching of industrial arts in the state's public schools,
it 1s essential that those responsible for · planning the

curriculum be cognizant of the current needs, as well as

possible future needs, of teachers ,· students,· and industry
in South Carolina and surrounding states.
South Carolina State College .

The industrial arts

education curriculum at South Carolina State College

appeared to maintain an excellent balance of course· work
in the three major groups of edu cational experiences-

general education,· professional · education, and industrial
arts subject matter preparation.

However,, tbe staff should

continuously re-examine all phases of the curriculum in an
effort to improve the industrial arts teacher education pro
gram.
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Proficiency tests should be dev:eloped for each of_
the major industrial arts subject matter areas and adminis
tered to students who have industrial experience.

If stu_.

dents are sufficiently proficient in an industrial arts
skiil, ad justments s hould be made in· their program� to per
mit them to take advanced courses rather than basic courses.
The tests, developed by the staff, and the authorizati on for
tests utilization should be included in the written policies
of the School of Industrial Education .
The industrial arts education curriculum should pro
vide for learning experiences which lead to an understanding
of good guidance principles.

These experiences could be

integrated into almost any industrial arts course, or a

cours'e such as " guidance in the industrial· arts shop n could

become · a part of the required curriculum.

The observation

of teaching
and student teachin� activities provide excel..
.. . �
lent opportunities for students to gain understandings of
good princ iples if properly utilized.
The Industrial Education staff should strive to keep
abreast with the changes �n materials, tools, .and processes
which are being developed by i�dustry .

As these changes be

come established, the curriculum should be modified ·to in
clude all of those which are applicable to the industrial
arts program.

Information about these changes may be gleaned

from trade journals, professional magazines, and industrial

reports .
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Visits to industrial plants will provide a more

direct method of gaining first-hand information about spe
cific indus�ri�� �
Consideration should be given to the possibility of

�n� g �riizi1:ig a� ·evening program of · courses · f or industrial
. ·,'
· industrial arts
arts teachers in surrounding areas. Most

teachers in South Carolina need .courses which are designed
to improve professional and techni cal competence.
Student Teaching
Clemson College .

The standards for industrial arts

teacher education programs speci!'y that student ·teaching

should be performed in an accredited · public school and un
der the direction of a critic teacher who possesses at
least a master ' s degree and w ho has successfully taught in
dustrial arts .

· The school and . the critic teacher should be

selected on the basis of definite criter ia developed by
the department �

Al though the school in which student

teaching assignments were made was . an accredi ted public

high school , it was apparently selected on the basis of con
venience and was not providing the student . teache.r with the

most desirable experiences.

The Clemson Industrial Education Department should
establish written c-r iteria which would manifest the most
suitable public schools in which student teachers could
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attain this valuable part of their educational experiences.
These criteria should include such factors as availab ility
of qualified critic teachers,, variety of industrial arts
activities offereq , adequacy of equipment and facilities,
and cooperativeness. of tQe school administrators, teachers,
and students.

.

There may not be a sufficient number of de'It ,

sirable
�·
·- - schools within the imme diate area (five-mile radius ),
'"

"

but some schools within a twenty-five-mile radius could
definitely qualify and absorb the demands of an expanded
program of student teaching.

The departmental staff should

amend the student teaching program to permit the selection
of b etter qualified schools and critic teachers, even though
the revision may require students to live off the campu's
during their student teaching assignment �
The teacher e ducation program should provide tor stu
dent observation of proper teaching practices in public
schools prior to actually assuming student teaching re
sponsib
ilities.
"
.
.

This observation should b e for a p�riod of

ab out two weeks and at the school in which the student is

to be assigned for stude·nt teaching .

The stu'dent also

would have an opportunity to become ·acquainted with the
critic teacher and the public school students.
The student teacher should have an opportunity to
teach both junior and senior high school . students in a

variety of industrial arts subjects .

Presently the Clemson

student teachers did not have this opportunity, but the
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proper select�on of schools as mentioned above would pro
vide a variety of industrial arts subjects to be taught .
The supervision a_n d guidance provide'd ·for s tudent
teachers was rated unsatisfac tory in the evaluation .

The

total student teaching program was the responsibility of

one professor who also · had an average teaching load .

Appar

ently, unavoidable sacrifices· were made in the quality of
student teaching supervision and guidance.

These responsi

bilities should be shared by other s taff members ·· and the
quality of supe�v ision and guidance should be improved .

The Industrial., Education Department should consider
implementing revisions in the student teaching· program based
upon an a ccepted set of standards .

It would be advisable to

request assistance from the State Department of Education in
order to provide a program whi ch would be compatible with
existing state regulations , or, if neces·sary, to change
regulat ions to permit the type of program nee ded.
South Carolina State College .

Industr �al arts stu

dent teaching was conducted in the school ' s general shop

with pupils from the campus laboratory elementary school .
The industrial arts major professor, acting as critic
teacher, maintained close supervision of student teachers.
The laboratory school method appeared to be utilized to its
best advantage in the student teaching program .

However,

.
it did not provide the full measure of expe riences which
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te achers gain ·from teaching in public scho ols.
The School of Industrial Education should study the
possibilitie s of impleme nting a student te aching program
which would place prospe ctive teachers in accredite d public
schools within the state.

These schools should be se lected

on the basis of de finite criteria which include such
factors as :

(1 ) availability of qualified critic te achers,

(2 ) variety in industrial arts activities offered, ( 3 ) ade

quacy of e quipment and facilities, and (4) _ co ope rativeness
of · schoo1· administrators, teache rs, and students.

The critic

teacher should possess at least a maste r ' s de gree and
successful industrial arts teaching expe rience.

He should

be willing to work co operatively with student teache rs and
the major professor.
Student teaching should be pe rformed in different
subject areas, such as drafting, metal working, and wood
working.

It should provide for experie nce s with the general

shop type of organi zation in both junior and senior high
school classes.

The program should make provisions for student

teache rs to participate in all of the activities expe cted
of fully qualifie d industrial arts teachers, including plan
ning , evaluation, mainte nance, and extra-curricular activi
ties.

Some of the se activities may be simulate d in the
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laboratory school, but the actual activities can be experi
enced in a student teaching program in the public school.
Facilities and Laboratories
Clemson College.

Generally, the industrial arts

facilities, and laboratories within the college, were most
satisfactory, but those maintained by the industrial educa
tion division were inadequate to provide the experiences
needed by future teachers .

A . discussion of some of the

majo� changes needed to improve this phase of the teacher
education program is presented in this s�ction .
The Department of Industrial Education should acquire
the woodshop facilities and laboratory from the Industrial
Engineering Department.

In addition to offering a complete

woodworking program for industrial arts students, this shop
could provide service courses for students in other schools
of the College .

The two professors who were responsible for

teaching woodworking courses s hould become members of the
industrial education staff and assume their share of the
responsibility for planning and developing an improved in
dustrial arts teacher education program .
·About two tho_u sand square feet of additional space
is needed for the comprehensive general shop which the in
dustrial education division presently maintains .

After ob

taining the additional space, the shop layout should be
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re-planned in accordance with modern shop planning practices .
Some of the features which should receive priority in plan
ning the layout are as follows :
1.

Laboratory planning · should start with a consider

ation of the curriculum, including the ob jectives of the
industrial arts program .
2.

The nature of the activities and the equipment

provided in the shop should depend upon the nature of activi
ties to be taught in the public schools .
3�

Equipment should be arranged to provide maximum

4.

The shop should have adequate space for tool

5.

Space should be provided for materials storage

6.

Provisions should be made for conducting such

safety precautions .
storage in the most efficient locations.
and student projects storage .
teaching activities as student-teacher planning, confer 
ences, and de�onstrations, including motion p ictures and
other visual aids .
7.

The shop should contain display cases, bulletin

8.

The shop should provide an optimum physical en 

boards, and library reference materials.
vironment.
9.

Equipment and facilities should be provided in

accordance w ith the curriculum requirements.
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Provisions should be made for such utilities as
water, gas, compressed air, electric outlets, and drainage
of waste disposal in the comprehensive shop.

A washing sta

tion, with hot water, should ·be provided · for every five stu
dents in the laboratory.

Acceptab le housekeeping regula

tions should be developed and enforced by the students and
teachers using the shop.

All of these must be related to

the total program and should be taken into consideration
during the planning stages of shop layout improvement.
South Carolina State College.

·The School of Indus

trial Education provided an excellent variety of machines,
to9ls, and processes for the industrial arts teacher edu
cation program.

However, staff members should be alert to

the need for changes in the facilities and should introduce

new materials and equipment to replace the outdated.
A library of professional and technical materials

should be established in the School of Industrial Educa

tion to provide students with easily a c cessible refe rence s.

These mate rials should be adequate and current for all areas
of instruction offered by the school.

Students could assume

the responsibility of maintaining the library, as well as
maintaining the bulletin boards throughout the school.
Safety practices should be closely examined and pre
cautions taken to prevent possible accident .

Some of the

items in the School of Industrial Education which needed im
mediate attention were :

1.
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Safety guards, shie lds, and protective clothing

and e quipment should be provide d with all machine s, tools,
or processe s which re quire safeguards.
2.

Color coding, as re comme nded by the National

Safety Council, should be em.ployed in all shops.

Students

should be taught the me aning and importance of the color
code and le arn to respe ct it.

3.

Protection against fire should be provided in

all are as of instruction.

This will re quire additional

fire e xtinguisheps throughout all shops, and extra precau
tions must be taken ,in storage areas for inflammable ma
terials.

4�

A first aid kit should be available in e ach shop.

Pe riodic inspe ction and re plenishme nt is ne cessary to main
tain desirable and ste rile first aid supplies.
In orde r to provide an environme nt which is both safe
and conducive to le arning, se ve ral major improve me nts shoul'd
be made in the physical plant facilitie s.

Innne di ate at ten

tion should be given to installing a dust collection syste m
in the woodshop and a ventilation syste m i n the auto
me chanics shop .
ty expenditures

These two ite ms should be among the priori

on

physical pl ant improve me nts.

The masonry laboratory was another are a which ne e de d
major improvement .

The building pre sently being use d was too

small, had inade quate lighting, had poor heating, and did not

have forced ventilation.
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The School of Industrial Educa-

tion should either construct a new building or completely
remodel the old one.

If a new building is to be constructed,

consideration should be given to planning a structure which
would serve several other shop activities such as the home
mechanics shop, the comprehensive generai' shop, and the
welding shop .
The comprehensive general shop building did not con
tain sufficient floor space to provide an adequate variety
or industrial arts activities .

Consideration should be

given to planning� an addition to the present building, or
as aforementioned, planning a new building which would ac.. .

:-

commodate this and several other shops .
The paint room or finishing room now being used by
the comprehensive general shop was most unsatisfactory • :. ...
If additional space ·· cannot be acquired for this shop, the
pre�ent �inishing . room should be remodeled as soon as
.

.

feasible .
also .

The woodshop should build a new finishing r oom

Those responsible for planning shop improvemen·ts

should coordinate their notions with modern shop planning
practice s.
All shops should reorganize their systems and facili
tie s for the storage of tools, materials, and supplies .

The

most popular method for storing tools is the completely open
panel near the area in which the tool·s are to be used .

However , the final decision as to what type of storage
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should be used will depend on such factors as :
1.

The types of activities to b e carried on in the

2.

The size of c lasses to be accommodated.

room .

3.

The type of personnel organization to be de

veloped and used .

4.

The extent to which the loss of tools is an im

portant factor.

5 . The j. a.nitorial and maintenance force problem.
6�

The educational philosophy and methods of the

instructor.
Reliable information about facilities for the stor 
age of tools, materials-, and supplies may be gathered from
.
any of several recent school shop planning manuals.
Most of the industrial education shops needed addi
tional washing facilities, drinking fountains , and student
lockers .

A washing station should be provided for every

masonry.

Hot water should be available in al l laboratories.

five students in such laboratories as wood , metal, and

Student lockers are necessary for the storage of par 

tially finished projects, unused individual supplies , and
� �udent p� rsonal belongings.

Each shop should have a suffi

cient number of lockers to serve the enrollment in that
area.
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APPENDIX

Box 8557
Unive rsity or Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee
September 23, 1960
Dear · Principal :

As a member of the Clemson Agricultural College · Facul
ty and a doctoral candidate at the University of Tennessee, I
am conducting a study of Industrial Arts Teacher Education
in South Carolina. This study is concerned with the possible
improvement of the Industrial · Arts Teacher . Education Program
at Clemson, and in other state supported colleges in South
· Carolina. As a result of this study it is hoped · that an im
proved Industrial Arts Teacher Education Program might be
provided.
Certain information · pertaining to the Industrial Arts
programs in the public schools of South Carolina is needed
from each h igh school and junior high school principal in
the state. The attached questionnaire, when completed by
you, will contain essential data for a very important phase
of the study.
Several copies of a questionnaire for Industrial Arts
teachers are also enclosed. Please have each of your In
dustrial Arts teachers complete the questionnaire. Both
principal 1 s and teachers ' questionnaires may be returned in
the enclosed self-addresse d envelope . If your school does
not offer Industrial Arts, please discard the questionnaire
for Industrial Arts teachers.
If you wish to receive a summary of this study please
make request on the questionnaire and give your complete
address.

Your cooperation in completing and returning this
questionnaire as soon as possible will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

AFN/rp

Alfred F. Newton
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QUESTI ONNAIRE FOR SCHOOL PRI NCI PALS
I.
II.

-------------

Name of School

Current Enrollment (grades 7-12 ) _______

Is your school providing courses in industrial arts?
•
No
Yes
1. How many boys are enrolled in i ndustrial arts? ___
Girls___ •
2. What industrial arts activities are offered in your
school? Check Below:
Year

Year

I II III

I II III
General Shop __
Woodworking
Machine Shop -AutOmotive
Graphic Arts
-Drawing
Other ( specify}

__ __
-- -

General Metals
Electrical
Ceramics
Plastics
Textiles

----------------------

3.

-- -- -

In what grade (s ) is industrial arts taught?
Below:

7th
8th-9th

III .

-----

County

Check

10th
11th-12th--

If your school does not provide courses in industrial
arts plea se answer the following questions:
1.

Why are industrial arts courses not offered in your
school? Check Below:

Students of this community do not need ·industrial arts .
--Can not obtain qualified industrial arts teacher (s ) .
_Other reasons (specif'y ) _·_______________
2.

IV.

Does your school plan to · initiate an industrial arts
program in the near future? Yes
• No · •

Do you have facilities for industrial arts which are not
No
•
utilized for teaching industr�al arts? Yes
1.

I f the answer to number IV is "yes , " why are these
facilities not being used? Check Below:
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Qualified industrial arts teacher not available
-Industrial arts is not needed in this school
-Because of financial difficulties the program was
---discontinued
__Ot�er reasons (specify )

---------------

2. What industrial arts facilities do you have, but are
not using in the industrial arts program? Check Be
low:
General Shop
Electrical
Automotive
General Metals-
Other (specityr-

3.

V.

Machine Shop
-Plastics
Drawing
Woodworking =

Ceramics
Graphic· Arts-
-Textiles

_____________________

Are you planning to reinstate industrial arts in the
near future? Yes ·
No
•

Industrial arts teachers employed in your school during
the pas.t five years :
No. of Teachers
Number of Teachers Without Previous
for First
Teaching
Full Part - Employed
Time
in
Your
School
e_
__
Ex
_._
p_
e_
r_
i_
n�c_
e__
Time
Time
Part T. Full T. Part T .
Teachers Teachers Full T.
Total Number of

School
year
1956-57

1957-28

.,

1960 -61
V I . How many different industrial arts teachers did your
school employ during the past five .years ( 1955-60 ) 7

VII . How many new industrial arts teachers do you anticipate
your school will need next year ( 1961 -62 ) 7 .
•

VIII. What are the plans of your school for the · i ndustrial arts
program during the next three to five years? Check Below:
Continue with the same program
---Discontinue the entire program
-Increase the enrollment and employ (one ) (two ) (three )
--new teacher (s )
Other (specify } ___________________
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INDUSTRI�L ARTS TEACHERS
1.
2.

3.

Name_____________________�
-----County___________
School·

-----------

Educational Preparation :

College Degree
Earned

Institution
and
Location

Date
of
Degree

Major

Minor (s )

None (check )
BS
MS
EdD

4.
5.

If you did no� major in industrial arts , how many credit
hours of college work did you take in indus trial art s
courses ? Semester Hours_? . _ Quarter Hours __?

Give your work his tory for the pa s t fifteen years or since
graduation from high school . Do Not include employment
of a temporary nature, such assummer employment or part
time employment. ·

Date
From To

Position or Job

Where Employed

City

State
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6. How many years have you taught:
industrial. arts?
industrial arts -in South Carolina?
industrial arts in present school? ·
in public schools?
7 . What area (s) of industrial arts are you teaching? Check
Below:
General Shop
Machine Shop- Ceramics
Plastics
Electrical
Graphic Arts
Automotive
Drawing
Textiles
General Metals-- Woodworking �
Other ( specify )_____________________

---

-------

---

8 . Did you receive specialized college training ( 6 semester

hours or 9 quarter hours) in all of the areas jn which you
are now teaching? Yes
No
• If the answer is " No , "
please list the areas l'rlwhich you are teaching but did
not receive specialized instruction.

9 . Are you working toward a higher ·college degree? Yes_ No_ .
If the answe r is "No , " are you enrolled in course work for
professional improvement? Yes
No.
10. Please give your present teaching schedule on the form be
low :
Period

Monday Tuesday We dnesday Th�rsday Friday

Subject Taught
No . of Students

2nd :

--Subjeot Taught --No . of Students

3 rd:

Subject Taught _
No . of Students_ _ --

4th :

Sub ject .Taught
No . ·o f Students

5th :

Subject Taught
No . of Students

6th:

Subject Taught ___ ____ _____ ___ ___
_
No , o. :t' · . Students
-

1st:

11.

Grade Leve 1 ( s )

Grade Leve l( s) --Grade Le ve i ( s )

Grade Leve l ( s )

-----

Grade Leve l ( s )

---

Grade Le ve l( s )

--

Give the length of classes in minutes.
Industrial Arts

----

Academic_____
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October 12 , 1960
Dear Principal:
Recently_ you and other high school princi
pals in South Carolina were mailed a question
naire requesting certain information about your
school and industrial arts program� Many of
these questionnaires have been completed and
returned.
I am now compiling the results or the
questionnaires and hope that you will submit in
formation about your school in time to be in
cluded .
Thank you very much.

S incerely ,
Alfred F. Newton

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA FOR UNDERGRADUATE PREPARATI ON OF
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
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Area I - Purpose, Organization, and Administration
Part I - De scriptive Information
1.

What is the "Se rvice Area" of the de partment?
a.

AttJch a map on which a circle · or polygon has been
drawn to en circle 75 per cent of last year ' s gradu
ate s which are now teaching industrial arts . If
the department graduate d less than · thirty industrial
arts teachers during the past year , · locate 75 per
cent of the graduates for the past two years .

b.

How many industrial arts positions w ill be open in
the service area during this ye�r?
How many industrial arts teachers· will the depart
me nt graduate this year ?

c.
d .·
e.

2.

3.

4.

----

----

How many iridustrial arts teache rs did the de partment
gr�duate last year� ---How many of those graduate s are now te aching indus
trial arts?

f.

How many students planning ·to, graduate this year are
already te aching with a spe cial ce rtificate ?

g.

Is the nse rvice Area" increasing, diminishing, or re ·
maining constant in size ?

----

I f' ·the de partment· is failing · to ·mee t the nee d s of the
service area what is the annual increase in enrollment?
___per cent Enrollment last year___Enrollment this
year_____
Attach a description of course s that have been added to
the industrial · arts teacher education curriculum during
the past three years ,

Attach a de scription of course s that have bee n dropped
from the industrial arts education curriculum during the
past three years.
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5.

How often does the department hold meetings at which all
members of the department are present? _·____
Attach a copy of the minutes of the last meeting. If
minutes are not kept explain why .

6.

What agencies or committees cooperate in planning experi
ences for industrial arts majors?
College curriculum committees
----------State certification officials
State curriculum committees
Public schools
-----------Others

------------

-----------

----------------

7 . How many industrial arts staff members have attended a
8.

state meeting of one of the - industrial arts professional
organizations during the past year? ____

How many industrial arts staff members have attended a·
national meeting of one of ·the industrial arts pro fessional organizations during the past five years? ___

What amount of time is reserved in the weekly schedule
of staff members for course planning, preparation of
instructional materials, research, and correspondence?
10.

What opportunities are available for staff members to
visit other schools?

11.

What special services does the program provide such as
adult education courses or service courses for ma jors
from other departments?

12 .

Are demands made of the department, such as maintenance
of institutional equipment, in such amount as to be
detrimental to the instructional program?

------------------

Rating Scale
Item not .present in this department, does not apply
All or ·nearly all aspects unsatisfactory
3 - 4 More aspects unsatisfactory than sat isfactory
5- 6 More aspects satisfactory than unsatisfactory
7- 8 Most aspects satisfactory
9-10 Nearly al� or all aspects satisfactory
0

1- 2
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Rating

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

How successf'ul is the department in · estab
lishing its purpose in terms of' service
area needs?
How adequate is . the improveme nt in :
a ; Variety of courses of'fered?
b. Departmental organization?
c . Departmental administration?
How
a�
b;
c.

successful is the department in :
Meeting needs of' the service area?
Of'fering special courses?
Maintaining· admission standards?

How alert is the . department to the
need for new courses?
How ·ef'f'ectively has the department
planned f'or future development of
the program?
How satisf'actorily has the department
kept informed with new developments in
industrial arts teacher education?

7 . How adequate is the -· secretarial
help f'or- the department?. .
"

8.

'

How - satisfactory are provisions f'or
visiting other schools?
How adequate is the time · reserved f'or
staf'f planning and/or research?

10 .

How ef'f'ectively does the departmental
staf'f' f'unction?

11 .

How adequate is the department budget?

Area II - Student Personnel Program
Part I - Descriptive Information
1.

What recruitment activities are being conducted . · by the
department?
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a.

List the organizations with which the department co 
operates in attracting qualified youth to the indus
trial arts teaching profession.

b.

Attach samples of descriptive materials used for re
cruitment by the department.

c.

From what sour ces does the department learn of po
tential candidates for the industrial arts teaching
profession?

d.

Attach a sample . of materials used - by the department
as a part of its admission procedure_.

--------

2. · Does the industrial arts staff serve as curriculum ad�
visors for its ma j or� ?

---

3. Identity and describe departmental clubs or or ganizations

4.
5.
6.

whi�h ��� _ supporte� by the d� p � r ��ent. __________

Is ·opportunity provided � for students to help maintain de
· partmental fac ilities such as bulletin boards, libraries ,
and instructional aids?

-----------------How are students involved in evaluation of departmental
courses and activities? -----------------How are former students involved in the evaluation of the
activities of the department? --------------

7. Atta ch a copy of ' the departmental new slet ter or publica
tion · used to disseminate information to students and gradu
ates.
8 . Describe the typing and dupli c�ting equipment available
· ·
for student use.

---------------------

9. Attach samples of cumulative records main tained by the
department.
10 . What per centage of the department gr�duates · are · _ placed in
teaching positions through the college pla cement officet

11. What percentage of last year's graduates have been visited
by representatives from the department?

----

12. How often are follow-up studies or the department gradu ates conducted? ____ Who plans and conducts the
studies?

--------------------------

13. What provisions are made for c ontinual ev·aluation of active students to facilitate selective retention of candi
dates ?

--------------------------

Part II - Evaluation
1 . How adequate is the department recruitment
program?
2. Are effective selection techniques used
in admitting capable students into the
teacher education curric�lum ?

3. Are adequate records and test results

4.
5.

available to department counselors?

How satisfactory is the department
counseling program?
Are department organi zations or clubs
well organized and supported?

6 . How ·�uccessful�y do club activities
stimulate professional growth?

7 . Are opportunities provided for the more

able students ;to assume leadership re
sponsibility for departmental functions?

8 . How enthusiastically do students assume
leadership responsibility f�r �epart
mental functions?

9 . How · efficient is the department tech

nique for disseminating information to
students?

10. Does the department make maximum use
of newsletters by sending them tp other
staff ·and community members?
11. How adequate are facilities which en
courage student use of typing and
duplicating equ ipment requi�ed. for
.... ·thorough preparation for teaching?

12. How complete. are departmental records
concerning each major?

1 3 . How effectively does the department

utilize services of the college place
ment office?
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Rating
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Rating
14 . To what extent does the department con
tinue· to assist majors after graduation?

15. How effective is the department follow-up
program?

16. How effective is the department program of
selective retention?
Area III - The Faculty

Part I - Descriptive Information
1.

Does the teaching load of the industrial arts staff
compare favorably with other faculty members in the
institution?

2.

In addition to ••normal" non -teaching duties of a col
lege faculty, are adequate provisions made for:
Maintenance of shop equipment
Inventory and acquisition of necessary supplie s
---- and tools
Performance of small maintenance requests from
---- the institution

------

----.

3 . How often does the department use guest lecturers with
backgrounds of highly successful teaching experiences?
How are they selected?

---------

1.

How sati s factorily i s the work load
of the industrial arts staff ad justed
in relation to: ·
a . Normal college non-teachi ng duties?
b. Maintenance of shops?
c. Inventory and acquisition of tools
and supplies?
d. Requests to perform services of a
spec ial nature for the institution?

2.

How effectively do es the department
utilize services of outstanding teachers
in the area?

3 . How satisfactory is the technical com
petency of the total staff?

Rating
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4.
5.

Rating
How rapidly · are staff members working " for
advanced degre�s or improvement in their
technical competency?
How satisfactory is the quality of in
struction given by graduate fellows or
student assistants?

Area IV - Curriculum

Part I - Descriptive Information
1.

Provide · evidence that adequate emphasis i s placed upon
the value of general education courses for industrial
arts ma jors .

2.

Are industrial arts majors encouraged to begin their
shop courses during their first year?

3.

4.

What industrial arts teaching specialties are students
allowed to elect?
General electricity
General industrial· arts
-General woodworking · ·
--General drafting
--Automotive·
--General metalworking
-General crafts
_Graphic arts
-Other . ·

-

--·----------------------

Are students required to specialize in more than one
sub ject?

------

5.

How · many semester hours are required for a teaching
specialty in industrial arts?

6.

How many semester hours are required for a major in in
dustrial arts?

7.
8.

------

How many semester hours · are · required in professional 'in
dustrial · arts courses ; such as methods and organization?
Present evidence that the department maintains a reason
able standard of workmanship · in te·rms of : design,
appropriate use of materials, quality of craftsmanship,
and function .

9.
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List two or three techniques practiced in the depart
ment that provide opportunities for students to develop
skill in guidance o

Part II - Evaluation

Rating

1.

How adequate is the variety of courses
offered by the department?

2.

How effectively does the ·department intro
duce new proces�es and materials from
industry?

3 . Are departmental graduates prepared to

4.

teach in more than one industrial arts
subject?

Do ·students achieve levels of skill in
manipulative work?

5.

To what extent are students involved in
group projects?

6.

How satisfactory are provisions tor en
riching experiences or students who are
already competent in one or the usual
industrial arts subjects?

7 . How effectively does the department
demonstrate the importance or
a� Through conduct or staff?
b. Through opportunities for
participation
or guidance
'

guidance?
.
student
activities?
.

8.

Is adequate emphasis placed on require
ments tor tea�hing specialties?

9.

Is adequate emphasis placed on :
a. Professional industrial arts
courses?
b. Student teaching?
c. Total requirements for a major in
industrial arts?
d. Development of manipulative skills?
e. Principles of good design?
f. Appropriate use of materials?
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10 . How satisfactorily does the department
prepare teachers for typical teaching
positions in the service area?
Area V - Student Teaching

Part I - Descriptive Information
1 . What percentage of the department rhajors · ·are placed on
student teaching a ssignment s during their junior year?
The senior year?

-----

2 . Does the college provide for · observatfon of teaching
practices before industrial arts majors are permitted to
do student teaching?

----------

3 . What percentage of industrial arts student teaching is

4.
5.

done · under · guidance of critics who hold at least a
master's degree in education?

-------

------

Are majors encouraged to do student teaching in ·both
junior and senior high school classes?
Do majors teach in . more than one subject, such a s
general drafting and general woodworking?_
· ______

6. Attach a copy of the department criteria for admitting

7.

major� _ to the · student teaching sequences.
Are student teachers encouraged to participate in all of
the normal activities of an industrial arts teacher?

8. Does the �a partment control the selection of schools in
which student te�ching is done? ___
selected?

How are the schools

9. Who supervises the student teaching of industrial arts
majors?
Part II - Evaluation
.

.

1. How adequately are students _prepared for
student teaching assignments?
2. How carefully are schools selected for
student teaching assignments?

Rating
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3 . How satisfactory is the supervision of

4.
5.

Rating

student teaching?

How adequate is the variety of activitie s
experienced by the student te�chers?
How adequate is the department criteria
for admitting students to student teaching
assignments?

6 . Do student teachers receive· sufficient
guidance from the department?

7. How satisfactory are provisions· f6r assisting
student teachers with special problems
arising from:
a � Technical qualifications?
b. Social relationships?
c. Professional relationships?
d. Special situations arising
from human behavior?

Area VI - Facilities and Laboratories
Part I - Descriptiv.e Information
1. What percentage of the departmental budget is allocated
for acquisition of : Equipment____ Supplies_____

2. What improvements in the department facilities and
laboratories have been approved for this next year?

---

3. Attach a copy · of last year ' s inventory, if available.
not available, explain how the inventory is kept.
Part II - Evaluation
1.

How adequate are the offices and
essential furniture?

2.

How adequate are library materials
for student use?

If

Rating
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3.

4.

5.

Rating
How satisfactory are the department teaching
aids?
How satisfactory is the condition of
classrooms and shops in terms of :
a. Furniture?
b. Condit.Jon and variety of machines
and tools?
c. Heating, . lighting, and ventilation?
d . Identification of safety zones?
e. Housekeeping and general appearance?
r . First aid kits?
g. Number of exits?
h. Washing and drinking fountains?
1 . Storage facilities?
j � Display cases and bulletin boards?
k , Finishing rooms?
1. Necessary utilities?
How effective is the procedure for ob
taining necessary tools and supplies?

